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CHAPTER - I 

THE ~"'El•iiNIST THEO.diES 

Feminism in simple terms can be defined as the 

1 
advocacy of women's righta on grounds of equality of sexes • 

According to Rhoda. Reddock it refers to an "awareness of 

women's oppression and exploitation within the family, 

at work and in society and conscious action by women and 

uen to change th·is ei tua tion". 
2 

Feminism as a movement is different from other 

movements 'for equality and emancipation. While all move-

mente agitate for equal r~ghts and legislative reforms to 

bring about equality, the former alone tackles the basic 

issu~s of women's subordination in the family, economy or 

tr1e political arena. 

To quote Charlotte Bunch - " Feminism is and must b'e 

a. transfor ... a tiopal poJ.i tics which addresses every aspect of 
a_, 

life. It is not p simply laundry list of so called women's 
"' 

issues such as childcare and equal pay. While these issues 

are important, feminism is nQt a new ghetto where women are 

1. Alice Rossi (ed), The feminist papers: from Adame to 
Beauvoir, New York, 1973· 

2. Rhoda Reddock in Kumari Jayawardene (ed) Feminism anq 
Nationalism in the third world Part-II, Institute of 
social studies, The Hague, Netherlands, 1982, p.6 
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conr1ned to be concerned about only a select L~st 

of topics separated from the overrall social and 

economic context of our lives. Similarly fem~nism 

is not just "add women and stir" into existing 

institutions, ideologies or political parties as 

they are" 3 • 

The fem~niet movement has two long term goals 

(according to a seminar on feminist ideology held in 

Bangkok in 1979). They are :- 1. freedom from 

oppression involving not only equity but also the 

right of women to freedom of choice and the power to 

control their own lives within and outside the home. 

2. the second goal of feminism is the removal. of all 

forme of inequality and oppression through the creation 

of a more just social and economic order, nationally 

and internationally. 

It is necessary to point out that the women's 

movement like all other social movements is hetero-

aeneous. There·ie however one overriding similarity 

in that - they all seek changes in our society which 

give women a choice of life styles and help them to 

reaLize their potential as individuals. 

Delving into ~istory we find that there have been 

two important soc~aL movements that have attempted to 

change the traditional social and legal roles o£ 

women in the united states. "The nineteenth century 
• Q$ 

movement ~s re£erre{..: to the women's movement, the . ' 
women's rights movement, soc~al fem~nism or suffrage. 

3. Quoted ~n Bala~ Asia JournaL, Vol. II, No.4, 
"Women ~n Ae~a" • 
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The modern movement 1s ca~~ed women's movement, 

women's l1bera~~on or~feminism"4 • 

No one speak with .certainity of the reasons 

why women emerged in the early nineteenth century 

as a distinct interest group. Few areus of human 

experience have been more neglected by historians 

than domestic life, and at this stage we can only 

speculate about it". 5 

Some argue that the victorian era was the 

most hig~y developed expression of peaceful 

domestic ~ife but with the advent of enlighten

ment and the French and American revolutions, 

women began to demand Independence. This urge for 

personal freedom, they opine, got further intensified 

due to Industrial. Revolution. This ~ine of thought 

however ignores certain vital. questions pertaining 

to the temporal dimension. FirstJ.y why did it take 

three quarters of a century for ~ women ~6 organize 

themselVes after the declaration of Independence? It 

aJ.so raises the question as to how midal.e cl.ass 

women(g~neral.ly the back bone of £ . '· em1n1sm everywhere) 

who cwere l.east affected by Industrial Rev1ution form 

the bed-"rock of feminism everywhere. 

Thus "simply because certa1n develoyments take 

place at (Lppro:xiruateJ.y the same time, .it does not 

4. Marcia. J.Lipetz and Catherine White Berherdie, 
Women Today - Brooks / Cole Publishing Company 

- 1980, p. 11 • . 

5eWil.J.iam L.O'NeiJ.- ::Che Women Novement - Feminism 
in the Upited States and England, George Al.len 

and Unwin Ltd, 1969, p.ts. 
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6 
fo~~ow that they are casua~l.y re~ated". . -

~other explanation for the origin of feminism 
/ 

is provided by PhiLippe Aries who argues that the 

medieva~ family was large, loose and undemanding but 

~his started changing in the sixteenth century when 

domesticity and privacy becam~ more important with 

the resu1t that domestic life became more demanding 

and confining for women. This ~ea women to launch 

a revolu&ion to meet their rising expectations. 

Whatever be the¢ reasons for the origin of feminism 

it was only in 1792 that women started manifesting 

conscious po~itical feminism. A landmark in this 

fieldwas - "A vindication of the rights of women "a 

book by Mary Wollstonecraft. From then on many women 
/ 

~ike Judith Sargent Murray, Luoy Stone and Grimke 

sisters wrote eloquent~y on women's servitude. As 

in most socia~ movements their goals changed signifi

cant~y as the movement persisted through time and 

became concentrated on a sing~e issue "VOTE". As 

women agitated for the abo~ition of s~avery in the 

eighteenth and nineteenth centuries these feminists 

rea~ized that basic ~ega~ protection was necessary. 

By the second half of the nineteenth century 

the women's movement was gradua~~y gaining in maturity 

and two distinct groups emerged. 1 • The American 

women suffrage association which focussed solely : 

on the issue of suffrage and 2. -The National Suf':frage 

association which concerned itself with other eocia~ 

6. Ibid. p.16. 
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~seues concerning women. Their similarity in terms 

o£ goals and tactics soon led to their merger and the 

l"<ational. Amer~can Women Su£frage Association (N.AWSA) 

continued to be the main organization til~ 1914. It 

had a conservative approach to the suffrage issue while 

the younger and more miLit&nt su£fr~gists headed by 

Al.ice Pau~ disagreed with it and hence b.coke off to form 

the Cc)ngressiona~ un~on for women 1 s suffrage in 1914. 

The prolonged struggle of the l\ women's .tvlovement" ended 

in 1920 with the ratification o£ the Anthony Amendment 

which guaranteed women the 'right to vote~ 

Inspite of its l.imited implications the accomp

Lishment of the first movement was by no means incon

siderable. Great advances ~n the social and economic 

status of women were made and ~ssues of concern to 

women Here kept al.~ve by wr~ters such as Simone de -. 

Beavoir and Betty Friedan. 

The second wave of feminism or the new feminist 

movemen~ emerged in the middLe of the nineteen sixties, 

as women began to re-exam~ne their status, ro.J.es and 

se.J.f-perceptions. The women's movement of the nineteen 

sixt~ee was by no means un~fied and uni-d~rectional 

w~th a distinct set of goals. Different femin~~t 

writers have ~abel~ed and dealt with social issues 

_concerning women 1 s role and eta tus according to their 

ideologically based a.Pc"roach to social. change. In r. 

recent times women's studies need a new "unifying 

framework" tp give it functional integr~ty within 

the academy as Devra Lee Davie po~nts out. At the 

\ 
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same time such a :framework must be grounded in feminist 

action research which necssitates d~scarding the 

pretext of "value-free" objectivity. The socia~ 

creation of gender has been ana~ysed different~y by 

var~ous fem~n~sts such as Shulamith Firestone who in 

1972 delineated three baeie: groups of :feminl:sts such 

as ~ 1. conservatives, 2. po~itico$ 3. radica~s.7 

Elaborating on this classification she defines 

the conservative :feminsts as those concerned with "the 

more supe.r£ic;,t.ial symptoms of sexism". Her second 
h group the "po~~t~cos are baaical~y women whose chief 

~oya~ty is to the ~eft.~ "For them :feminism is a tangent 

or 'secondary' in the order of poLit~caL pr~orities 

and-must be tai~ored to ~fit into a pre-ex~stent (male-
. 8 

created) political frame-work" • She herseLf being 

a radical feminist defines the radical feminists more 

favourab~y, when she says xhat they see feminist 

issues not only as women's :first priority, but as 

centrai to any ~arger revolutionary ana~sis. 

In contrast Hole and Levine (1971) and Carden (1974) 

identified only two branches with~n the movement -

1. groups focussing on womens r~ghts who concentrate 

on ohang~ng laws, employment pol~cies and schools and 

2. groups :focuss~ng on women's liberation who concen

trate on chang~ng aoc~alization patterns, attitudes 

7. Robyn Rowland - Woi:.en who do and women who don't 
join the womc~;! a Movement, Routledge and Kegan 
Paul, 1984, P•7• 

e. Ibid. p.s. 
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towards women and women's se1f-perception. Freeman 

however objects to such a categorization ~n .. the 

ground that both c1assifications considerab1y overlap 

and hence she prefers to d~st1ngu~sh between an older 

branch which has used trad1tional forms of political 

act1on such as NOW whi~e the younger branch in her 

opinion has been experimental. 
\ 

Sandra Acker whi~e ta~k~ng of two approaches to 

gender 1. fundamental and 2. implementary9 refers 

to various shades of _pvJ.i tica~ opinion ~- regarding 

women's issues as weli as traditiona~ po~~t~ca~ 

concerns. We thus have 1. Liberal femin~sts 

2. ~arxist fem~n~sts and 3• rad1ca~ fem~n~sts. It 

is however pertinent to point out that while deai1ng 

with various ~ategor~zations based on certain ideolo

gica~ assumptions none of these or~entations are 

c~ear-cut. 'Thus we have socialist feminism which 

uses the marx1st prem1se to ra~se fem1n~st questions. 

We shall howev-elr'deal. with this school of thought in 

the conc~uding chapter, for reasons which will become 

oiear as ·we proceed. 

The libera~ fem~n~ets offer no causaL exp~anatLon 

for women's sub-ordination but merely o~ine that a 

non-sexist eooiety has to be created within the 

existing frame~work by means of re-inforcing equality 

of opportunity. The over-riding ~oal of liberal 

feminism has been the ap~lication of liberal principles 

Sandra Acker ( etal) II omen and education- World 
year of ~ucation 1984 - kogan page London/ 
Nichols £ublishin1 Co~pany. New York - 1984, 
p.66. 
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in analyzing the social structure • Ti11 the 

nineteenth century, women were denied the capacity 

~o recgon end it was on1y with Mary Wo~~atonecrafta 

\\.A .. vindication of human rights" ~ 1792) that women 

were accepted as capab~e of reasoning. The liberal 

functionalists argue that even if it is assumed that ~o~~~ 

were not capable of reasoning this was due to sex-

role conditioning and not something innate as thought 

of ear1ier. Betty Friedan a1so refers to'sex directed 

education' in this context. Just as height and weight 

are considered irrelevant to an individual's essen~ial 

humanity so are sex and race. The liberal feminists 

hence state that women are capable of full rationa1ity 

and sex is an irrelevant factor. Since all human beings 

are created equal, women too Should have a fair share 

of power 1ike men. Their opposition is not to the 

sexual division o£ labour or power relations but to 

t.ne.ir unjus,; resu~is. J..t ~s '·;-~equa1ity of opportunity" 

which they seek to promote. 

There is, in their opinion no such thing as 

female or ma~e nature but only oue human nature 

which is sexless. Equality, liberty and justice~e 

the cardinal princip1es o£ 1iberaliem but the treat-

ment of women in contemporary societies violated this 

principles. Women are discriminated on the basis of 

sex which is uvjust for it negates individual rights, 

wishes, interests and merit. Sex is only accidental 

and a non-essential feature of human natue and reason, 

which is equally endowed in both man and woman. Women's 

liberation is a civil righte issue as it is seen as 

the unfinished business of equality. These feminiets 
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then, work for womens civi~ rights, particular~y in 

the ~egal and economic spperes. They tend to aduress 

specific social and legal problems of wollien~in 

society and concentrate on concrete iesues which can 

be dealt within a short runge political action :frame

work. Farticipation in current political life is 

central to the programme of these :feminists who feel 

that only when women have substantial political power 

can their goals be achieved. ~~le dom~ation has 

brought unto~d miseries upon mankind and the only way 

to ameliorate this condition is through institutional 

reforms for which women have to weild power. This 

would automatically lead to a redefining o~ nations~ 

a.~d :in~erna1;ion~:~.l. priorities. Laws, books, media 

coverage and institutional treatment of women have 

e.l~ been attacked by liberal feminists a;-:d they 

justify their need. for change through factual inform

ation, employment statistics and outdated laws. This 

school of thought believes that a non-sexist society 

can be created without radically re-structuring the 

present society and by p~oviding equality of opportu

nity to all which is denied very often due to the 

tradition of male domination. Sexual division of 

l.aovur if :freely chosen:ie not objectionable to libera.L. 

feminists, but in reality this is not so. 

The goal of liberal feminists is to incorporate 

women fully into the mainstream o£ contemporary society. 

Whatever sphere of_acti.vity women choose, has to be 

regulated by rationality and not by eLiOtions. .Merit 

l:should be the onl.y cri ter~on and women should be 

free to pursue their own interests. Increased freedom 

of cho.Lce wou.Ld automatically le-ad to break-do'llm of 

sex barriers. A flattening out of social Life and 

human subjects is thus advocated,which would l.ead to 

to the dieappeara.n.qeo:f gendered psycho.Logicu.L ~nequalities. 
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The liberal feminists haYe heavily borrowed £rom 

the liberal theorists and hence been subject to the 

same criticisms as the latter • By advocating normative 

dualism in which men are associated with tho abstract, 

inte14ectua1 ~ctivity and women are ~ssociated with 

the concrete bodily and manual jobs one is led into 

po1i tical so~ipsism and scepticism wherein men and 

ma~e jobs are viewed as~perior and women's jobs 

are seen as inferior. They thus do not challenge the 

contemporary structuring of work by accepting the 

menta1/manua1 distinction. 

On the one hand they argue in a self-contradictory 

manner that human nature is a pre-social system devoid 

of a social context and on the other hana. they aJ.so 

argue that male-femaLe di~ferences are due to a sociaL 

context in wh~oh women's subordination is 1egitim~zed. 

•A reJect~on of abstract individualism is a rejection of 

the whole aprioristic 1ibera1 approach to both W'man 

10 nature and political theory". 

While the 1ibera1 femini~ts ~ortray human beings as 

rational they fai1 to explain how these rational beings 

get conditioned into sex roles. While arguing fer 

rationality they also do not expl.a.in Hb;.y women are 

10. Alison. M. Jaggar Feminist politics and human nature , 
Harvester Press, Sussex 1983, P•39. 
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governed by emotions and self-sacrificing nature and hence 

the inconsistency with their over all philosophical 

outlook. 

By identifying the human essence with the ment~ 

capacity for reason the 1~bera1 feminists are also 

subject to a number of 1 somatophobic assumptions'(a word 

c~ined by- E.V. Spelman). They have an abstract notion 

of equal.ity and yet de~d special. preferences (suches 

pregnancy l.eave) and thus impl~citl.y assume that the 

accidental: bio~ogical. fact of sex does have political. 

relevance. The notion of "androgynous society" which 

they ta1k of is al.so fraught with distortions. By 

impl.icitl.y shunnimg physical. work and accepting intel.l.-

ecual. workas superior l.iberal. feminists have an el.ite 

orientation. They al.so pl.ace enormous faith in l.egiel-

ations when i~ real.ity they bel.ieve in l.imited state 

intervention. Final.l.y l.iberal. feminists offer no 

historical. account of women's subordinatimn. 

Just as the .J.. .... _bera..J.. i"em~nJ.sts ~~plied. J..iberal. 

principles to . their study of women's issues, I•iarxist 

~ 

fem~nisto aJ.so took the help o£ !1arxism in analysing 

women's oppression. The notion of class ~s central to 
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the understanding of both I·larxism and Marxist feminism. 

A good society is a classless society which can also 

lead to women's emancipa.tio11. 

Kerl I(ar.x v-ie\·Ie<l human beings as conscicus beings 

aiming not only at the fulfilment of the~r neeas but 

also transforming the \'IO:t:l.d according to their needs. 

Human activity according to Marxist~ is conscious and 

purposeful and this iE called praxis. Human beings 

have a certain kind of biological constitution and hence 

have needs which are fulfilled through praxis. In 

fulfilling their needs they also modify and develoy human 

nature. Human biul.ogy and human society are thus related 

dial.ectical.l.y,o Unlike liberals who'assume a universa1 

standard of rationality b~rxiste define rational. action 

withina n~stor~ca~ eett~ng. The mode of production in 

every age determines the human nature. Based on this, a 

certain form of class society emerges with its accompanying 

structures. The dominant ideology which includes certain 

beliefs and values ie developed through the l.egal, religious 

artistic, and cultural and educational. institutions and is 

used to explain and juetif~ social experience which the

working-class impl~citly be~~eves anu ~ccepts due tG 

false-~~nsciousness. 

The state as perceived by the Marxists,,ie the ""M.e.a\1\S by 
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which the dominant class strengthens its le_gi timation. 

over weaker classes unlike the liberals who view it as 

an impartial mediator. 

It is only in the socialist society where everyone 

shares the ea:1e relation to the forces of production that 

cooperation and equality in the true sense will be fostered 

and full development of human nature can be made possible. 

It is Engels rather than Narx who has dealt 

extensively with the question of women in "The Origin of 

the family, private nroperty and the Rtate". To understand 

women's nosition under cauitalism he took up the notion· 

of class aA tLe point of deuarture. He opines tll2t P.Very 

societ;:,• has been characterized by a sexual division 

labour which waA originally r.othing but t;1e division of 

. 11 
labour i.n t.::-.~.e sexual act". Inspite o£ this sexual division 

of labour neither sex l'tas in:ferior, each being dominant 

and important in its own sphere, With the gradual emergencA 

of surplu-s which gf'3-ve men soc:i nl dominance over womAn to 

control both weal. th and women's sAXl:al i tv. motLer 1 s righ-t 

w~ s f'lVert:hro·Hn. ~hus began mono~~mv which was urim0 rily 

economic r~-+her than a seX1H•l or oocial insti t11tion A.ccordi ng 

t~> RngAls. In ordPr tn l;be::cnte wnmr->n, m0nogamy Ms to be 

1 1 • Karl Marx e.nd Rn.rrela- ~he German Ideology - ProgrE=>ss 
.Pnb-li<'<t1Ara. MoACOW, 197fl. p.50 
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abolished which again.entails the abolition of 

capitalism. While there~e two classes in the 

capitalist society - the bourgeoisie and the proletariat 

both comprising of men and women, ironically it is the 

bourgeoisie women who are more oppressed than their 

proletarian counterparts since they control ·the forces 

of production only indirectly as they do not t~ke part 

in the productive process unlike proletarian women. 

EngeJ.s thus,.a.rgues in essence, that it is the capitalist 

system that oppresses women as a group and the working 

class as a whole. It is not men~ a grQup who oppress 

womenas radical feminists say, £or the working ~las~ male 

-has no more real power than any woman. 

Women as a whole along with the '1-:orking class men 

provide the bourgeosie with the·1abour power which helps 

the capitalists in the maximization of profit. Women, 

pa.rticul.a.rl.y by providing l.abour bbth on the domestic 

:front and the labour front, are the cheapest andunorga.nised 

sou.rce of labour. Women's au bordina ti.ol:l t.h.us helps augment 

t:1e profit of the capitalist class. In a socialist society 

alon~menand women could unite in a truly egalitarian sense 

based on "mutual affection"• 

Taking a look at the socialist countries such as USSRI 

China, Cuba and ~l:'oland, they, in keeping with the Ho.rxist 
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feminist approach call for in-creased participation of wo-

men in 'social production' or wage labour outside home. 

With this end in view all communist countries virutually 

adopted identical policies. "Women were given equal civil 

and political rights. Special provisions were enacted 

protecting wGmen'e health at work and outlawing work that 

might endanger their ability to reproduce or might seri-

oue~ injure their health. Laws established daycare cen-

tree and gave women pregnancy leave. ~arty resolutions 

encouraged women to acquire even more than basic edu-

cation~ QuGtas were established in vocational and other 

12 
schools and women were urged to try men's jobs"• 

Thus China, Soviet Union, Poland, Hungary, Yugos1ovia, 

East Germany and other socialist countries made far rea-

ching changes in the socio-economic setup by inducting 

women into the labour force. While there was, the attempt 

to redefine the role and statue of women in the public and 

domestic spheres traditional. c~stoms were ss-sau.lted eimul.-

taneously. In China anti-foot binding precl.amatione were 

made and eo were el.avery and concubinage sought to be 

abolished. Cuba did much to do away with the sexual. di-

vision ef labour. In the Soviet Union and China abortion 

12. Naomi Black & Ann Baker Cortel.l. ~ Women and World 
Change equity issues in development, Sage ~ubl.ishers 
beverly Hills, London 19ti1, P•141· 
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was legalized immediately after communist victory. The 
o.nd 

practice ef polygamy, bride price, child marriage were 
. ~ 

divested of all legality. Organized religion also came 

under severe attack in all these countries and thus tra-

ditional values were severely assaulted. 

While it cannot be denied that the o·ctober Revolu-

tion of 1917 in USSR, t~e Chinese Revolution in 1949 and 

other socialist countries have helped women achieve dejure 

equality with men, defacto equality still seeme remete. 

This is due to the fact that ne communist regime has been 

able to provide the "infrastructure necessary to ease 

housework, women were working ~hat is now known as the 

"double shift". 13 "This double shift" of wemen according 

to which women enter wage-labour while continuing to per-

form household tasks has been ~xtremely exploitative. To 

quot.e Sekolowska "wom·en acquired four roles in communist 

society wife, mother, house-keeper and wage earner, only 

the last was paid". .A sec·ond consequence of :feminization 

of jobs' was that theugh women came to be better repre-

sented , the top socio-political and economic levels were 

still occupied by men. 

13. Ibid. p.145· 
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CGmmuniet society with its emphasis on industriali

zation, capital and technology, relegated other objecti

ves such ae advancement of equality for "romen and merely 

viewed them ae providing the much needed industrial lab

our. Women under this setup were caught between tradi

tional home routines and new job identities. New drudgery 

merely supplemented the old and wo~en, in consequence had 

to pay a heavy price £Gr 'liberation•. 

True to the I~rxist ideo1o~ the human being is de

termined by his or her place in production process• It 

however does net take into consideration the fact that 

the same human being has a place in the reproductive pro

cess. This drawback has of cours-e been eliminated by the 

domestic labour debate of the Marxist feminists but there 

is still no unanimous explanation of the social struo

tur~ and the position of women under capitalism as we 

shall see later. 

The Ma.r.xi.st feminists have very c.:ft:e:n tried to trans

pose on.to the divisions o£ gender, a theoretical frame

work which aas been conceived a1ang c~ee terms• Had 

they attempted to diseuse the question o£ the relation

ship o£ the sexes to the class structure, their approach 

would have been more meaningful. 
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There are certain other criticisms which Marxist 

feminism is subjected to. Marxist feminists unlike li-

beral feminists see human nature as being biolegica~ly 

sexed. However, in their anxiety to deny the naturality 

of women's subordination, they subscribe to a view of 

androgynous society while stressing the social phenomena 

of class at the same time which is contradictory. They 

also argue that the sexual division of labour within the 

fami~y is natural which carries the alarming suggestion 

that women' a capacity to enter pub~ic industry is ~imit·ed 

both by bielogical and moral factors. Nor .do they exp~ain 

why women are exploited by men within the family unit. 

Marxist feminists also believe in the sexual divi-

sion of 1abour which imp~i.es that such a division of 

labour can never be abolished unless the division of lab-

our i ts·elf is abolished which leads to the acceptance of 

homo-sexuality but, again they assume that the relation 

of man to woma..n :is natural. One can thus conc~ude that 

"the specific character of women could o~y appear as non-

essential or even non-existent to the totalizing and even 

totalitarian spirit of this ideology". 14 • 

14. Keohanne.O Nannerl (etal.), Feminist Theory -A 
.£._:X,:i t.i-g,ue of ideolog:y, The Harvester Press, 1982, p. 39. 
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Radical feminism which is a contemporary phenomenon 

presents a fundamental challenge to both the liberal and 

~~rxist ways of conceptualization of social reality. It 

does not have any systematic political theory but stress 

on feelings and emotions. For it "gender constitutes the 

spectacles whose influence on our vision goes unnoticed 

unti~ they are removed". 15 

Radical feminism aims at removing these spectacles 

not ~nly in obvious areas of law and politics but even 

in our most personal relationships such as the family. 

It calls for intxospection. It assumes that "patriar

chy" dominates every sphere perpetuating gender ineq-u

ality and male values. The liberal and Marxist femini

sts accept this male picture and merely seek to change 

the social reality to include women. The radical fem~

sts in contrast challenge this very male picture and dco 

not want women to be like men. Women, they opine should 

and a shift in the very paradigm is advocated. For this 

end women need to gain control over their bodies by es

caping from forced motherhood and sexual slavery. Patri-

15. Jaggar n.1o, p.85. 
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-archy has to be dieeo~ved in its eocio-po~itica~ and pay-

cho~ogica~ forme. The ~ibera~ feminists who insist on 

gaining power to produce a more just societ1 have a 

meaning~ess goa~ according to the radica~ feminists 

since, it is the institution of patriarc~v with its bui~t 

in forme of unjust dominance of others at the root of 

most unwarranted usee and conceptions of power. "Since 

patriarchy is the prototype of existing forme of socia~ 

organization and peycho~ogioa~ conditioning, the programs 

of feminism must be reve~utionary in character and 

16 shape". 

A~ this juncture it is necessary to define 'patri-

archy' since this concept has been the foca~ point of 

radica~ feminists• ana~yeie of women's oppression. 

'Patriarchy' was defined as a particular form of houeeho~d 

organization in which the father dominated the extended 

kinship network ,and a~eo control~ed the economic produc-

t.i_on of the househo~d. For the rad-ical. femin-ists how-ev-er 

patriarchy is treated as the "overarching category of 

male dominance". It preceeded capitalism and is al~ per-

vasive. It continues even after the overthrow of private 

-----------------
16. Helen Wortis and C~ara Rabinowitz, - Women's Move

ment Halstead Press, 1972, p.19. 
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capita1 in the communist society. It is a system in 

which men are dominant and fema1ee subordinate. It is 

the striving of men for power and domination of men over 

women's aexua1ity and ferti1ity. To quote Kate Mi1let 

"our society 1ike al1 other civilizations, is a patria-

rchy in which the rule of women by men is more rigoro-

class stratification, more uniform, certainly 

She opines that the women in a ca-

pitalist society are dominated since there exist c1ass 

differences between women and $he 4rgues that such , 

differences are transitory and illusory, as in reality 

her economic dependency makes her affi1iations with any 

class temporary. Women then in her CDpinien - are " a 

class acreee classes"• C1ass differences in reality are 

re1e~vant to men a1one. There is one fundamental system 

of domination - patriarchy that is "analytically indepen

dent of the capitalist or any other mode of production 11 •
18 

The above ana1ysis is simi1ar to that of Shu1amith 

Firestone's who stresses the ana1ytic independence of ma1e 

domination but un1ike .Ivrillet who gives analytic primacy 

17. Kate Millet in Michelle Barrett ~ ''~omen 1 a oppress-
ion today problema in Marxist ~eminiet analysis, 
Lendon 1980, p.11. 

18. Ibid. p.11. 
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to it, F~reetone resorts to root her theory in •biolo

gical reproduction", her aim being "to take class ana

lysis one step further to ita roots in the b~ological 

division of sexes. Firestone's theoretical goal is to 

substitute sex for claee". 19 The thrust is then on the 

"psychological oppression of women•. The aim is to dee

troy the sex class system by organizing themselves 

politically. 

Firestone's biologistic argument that stress males' 

centrol over women's fertility does ~ot discuses how and 

why men acqu~red this CGntrol and is hence reductionist. 

It has, however, been possible to provide an account 

of patriarchy from the social view point a task w-hich was 

undertaken by Christine Delphy. She argues that men 

·appropriate unpaid labour fre~ women who c~s-t-i 't'..l.te the 

domestic mode of production and patriarchal mode of ex

ploitation. The material basis of women's oppression, 

she argues, thus lies in the patriarchal and not capita

list relatione of production. Patriarchy is thus given 

1 9. Ibid. p. 11 • 
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analytip independence,but she provides a trans-historical 

approach which is unacceptable to the Marxist feminists 

who see male domination as located within a historical 

perspective. This point has been considered by certain 

other social scientists like Gayle Rubin, Antonietta 

l\'lacciocchi, and Virginia Wc;,olf who restrict their analy

sis of patriarch¥ to particular societies. 

Zillah Eisenstein tries to reconcile this problem 

but is unsuccessful as she vacillates between the asser

tion of patriarchy as ~ving outside capitalism and at the 

same time insists on its usefulness in the capitalist 

structure. 
·: t 

"Rotsin Me Donough and Rachel Harrison regard patri

archy as requiring a two fold definition,-

1. The control of women's fertility and sexuality in 

monogamous marriage. 

2. The economic subordination of women through property 

and sexual. division of l..a'l;;our. 

Their central thesis is that patriarchy as a concept 

can be historicized through the argument that in capita

lism patriarchal relations assume a form which is dic

tated by the capitalist relationsof production" 20 and 

20 Ibid. P•17• 
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women are oppressed depending upon their socia~ class• 

Annette Kuhn in a bid to resolve the contradictions 

demonstrates that the psychic and economic mechanisms of 

a family have autonomy from capitalist re~tions due to 

which the family gains its "autonomous effectivity". 

She argues that the family may be defined exactly as pro-

perty re~ations in operat~on. Rhe conc~udes that the 

family defined in this manner pr~vides the necessary con-

dition fer psychic relations - for representation of 

relatione of patriarchy and capita~ and thus tries to 

marry a p~y~ho-analytic account of gendered subject con-

structien_with an account of family viewed in terms of 
-,._,..J,,J": 

a 1abour contract between the spouses. 

/ The radica1 feminists in pursuing an anti-male app

roach have--separated themse~ves from the mainstream of 

society. In trying to gain centro~ of their bodies they 

have ignored th~,other ha~f of the population. 

Radical. femini_ste have also concentrated merely en 

the practical. aspec-t of providing an al. ternative to the 

status quo without a firm grounding in theory,. Their 

view of the patriarchal set up is also ahistorical.. The 

assumption that women are "a class across classes" is al.eo 

questionable. 
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What we have attempted in the above discussion is 

a description of the feminist world view. This will help 

put the substantive issues in perspective. 

Liberalism, }~rxism and Feminism are all theeries 

of power and its distribution, the thrust being on in

equality. They provide accounts of how social arrange

menta of patterned disparity can be internally rational 

and yet unjust, but their specificity is not incidental. 

In liberalism te be deprived of one's rights, in Marxism 

of one's work and in feminism of on's sexuality defines 

each one's conception of lack of power perS~· 

These thre~ approaches have a common goal i.e. the 

el~ination of all the inequalities and sources of ex

ploitation and oppression but each of these theories 

a~guea in differ~nt ways that, the relations in -which 

some enjoy and others do not (liberals), many work and 

few gain (Marxisx.s), acme are sexually exploited and 

others exploit (r~dical feminists) is what women's 

oppression is all about. 

Can all these three social processes be basic at 

once? Can all three ways o£ looking at the lack of 

power among women be reconciled by eliminating their 

limitations? Can a common programme of political action 
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and social change which meets nGt on1y the needs ef epp-

reseed classes but also Qf women and races emerge? This 

would require a strategy based on the insights and expe-

riences of each movement. We shall try to answer the 

various questions raised by these sche0ls of thought and 

attempt at a holistic perspective ·but before thie can be 

done ~ne should first of all analyse the processes and 

practices perpetuating women's subord~nation to men. 

Women's inequality as all these theories point out 

has been justified through various institutions specially 

the educational system. Education is one of the most im

portant ideological state apparatuses {to berrow~term of 
·' 

Althusser) for perpetuating sex stereotypes. 
s0111e 

At the time 
"-

it is said that education has liberating poten~_ial by . .' 

freeing the individual mind from the existing modes of 

culture and helps change the self-perceptions. 

Proceeding tc the next chapter we shall explore the 

role of education from the feminist view point while using 

the theoretical frame-work and debates which have emerged 

in the present chapter. 
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THE STUDY 

"lncomp~ete and one-sided understanding is distorted 

understanding. By ignoring women as socia~ actors whG 

centribute to continuity and change in society the socia~ 

sciences have serious~y impaired their understanding of 

the total socia~ rea~ity". 1 Women ~ere thus margina~ized 

and commo~y misrepresented in every sphere of human ac-

.. 
tion though they form·. _ more than one half of the worlds 

pepu~ation. 

The U.N. decade for women (1975-85) did much to bring 

into focus the unequal distribution of power. The women's 

question has begun to be viewed within the "broader frame-

work of class inequality rather than merely gender 

inequa1ity". 2 

Much of the discussien still rev0lvee around the-

ories of domination and sub-ordination, apart from a num-

ber o£ policy strategies which have been aiming at the 

reformation of women. A ~ot of hue and cry has been rai-

sed about the relationship between research and theori-

1. Leela Dube in Leela Dube (etal), Vieibi~ity and power
essays on women in society and development , Oxford 

University Press. 1986 p.xi. 

2 • Nina Rao, "The Woman Question'': Perspecti vee for today 
in ·a,ocial scientist, Vol.13, No.10-11, 1985, P•3• 
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zing and feminist practice aimed at bringing about change 

in women. It should be noted that theoretical sophisti

cation is definitely desirable in order to locate issues 

and seek explanations. Knowledge cannot be diverced from 

action and what we are attempting here is te go beyond 

the exis±ing theoretical analysis.· This analysis will 

be of necessity exploratory. 

We argue that a feminiRt theory i8 satisfactory if 

it has the ability to improve the lives of women and re-

fleet social reality as seen by women. Our fundamental 

objective is to review the varieus theories of feminism 

and study their relevance te the general as well as the 

Indian context taking education as the point of departure. 

The present analysis will try to study the process 

of biased gender constructien which is rampant in the 

educational system while at t'he same time acknowledging 

i te existence in the wider social structure-. It is our 

con~en"tion tha:t a feminist theory claiming to represent 

the women's view point must·take note of the importance 

of the reproduction of gender and class differences in 

schools, and the relevance of sexual division of labour 

and patriarchal relations must be realized while formu-

latine; a theqry. We also believe that classical criti-

ques of schooling hc.a.ve vleighted theories of' education 

tov1ards class analysis thereby ignoring the 1r,end er di-
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Since different theories of women's subordination 

have been put forward we shall take up the liberal, ~~r

xist and radical feminists' view point and argue that all 

of them offer a partial views of women's oppression and 

consequently approach the educational system with the same 

outlook. It is opined that a holistic perspective has 

to be evolved which recognises both, gender and class 

inequalities in the wider social structure (pertaining 

to women) as well as in the educational system and this 

has to be viewed in a socio.historical context. 

O~JBGTIVES AND RESEARCH ~UESTION: 

1. What do feminists have to say on the nature of women's 

subjugation in general? 

2. What do the feminists say on the role of education 

for women? 

3· Is their approach to education different from the view 

of education held by earlier sociologiete? 

4• In what way does their approach to education make a 

departure from the earlier views of education. 

5· Has education contributed to the growth of women's 

consciousness in India? 

6. Can an integrated approach attempting at a holistic 

view of reality be evolved which takes into account 

class and gender inequalities among wo~en? 
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These are the questions that we will try to answer 

through the present study. We realize that many more 

aspects of the problem have to be studied and we hope 

that this exploratory study will offer sufficient in

sights to formulate a proposal for doctoral work. The 

material_s used in this dissertation are based entirely 

on the writings of feminists (primary sources) e~ wri

tings on feminists (secondary sources). 

OUTLINE OF CHAf"TE.t{S: 

The first chapter draws on the three feminist the

ories which offer an explanation of women's sub-ordi

nation. The moderate or the liberal feminists held pre

judice and unequal opportunities fgr women as the preblem: 

Marxist feminists hold that division of labour and capi

talist mode of production as the problem while radical 

feminists hold patriarchy to be the problem. 

The seco-nd chs.pte.r argues that the educational sys

tem shapes and reinforces sex-segregations thus perpetu

ating the statusquo. It makes an at~empt to po~tray the 

feminists' world view of education thereby condecining the 

classical views of education which have not included gen

der. 
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The third chapter attempts an indepth ana~yeie of the 

importance of women's education in order to determine the 

pr'ogreee o:f women' e movement in the Indian context • It 

pointe CDut the marginalization of women in the educatiGna.l 

system which is ref~ected in women's literacy, widening 

gap between boys' and girls' education, ruTal-urban dif-

ferences and concentration of women in a :few faculties 

such as arts, education etc. It cencludee by underJ.inin~ 

the importance o:f educatien (in an uhderdeveloped country 

like Ind;,.,.) for rs:d sing women 1 s consciousness and orge-

nising themselves to eliminate social evils. 

The f'ourth chapter proceeds in the direction af pre-
'· 

senting a holistic view of reality by moving beyond the 

fragments presented by the three schoo~s mentioned in the 

first chapter. It then tries to explor~ the educational 

system from this perspecti.ve. · In doing so it discusses 

the domestic labour debate and the call for socialist 

:feminism which argue for a new cenceptual clarity. This 

necessitates a more v.irorous analysis of the patriarchal 

and capitalist interrelations. It also argues for a 

sexist and historically periodized analysis of the divi-

sion of labour. Thus we move towards an alternative view 
I 

of womensreality. 
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Cg,APTER - II 

FEMINISM AND EDUCATION 

Raymond Williams once remarked - ".Education is not a 

product like cars and bread, but a selection and 0rgani-

zation from the available knowledge at a particular time 

which involves conscious and unconscious desires 11
•

1 

Any theme on education should then, relate to the 

principles of organization and selection of the same in 

their institutional and interactional setting in the edu-

cational institutions and the wide social structure. It 

would be no exaggeration to say that unt~l recently the 

fu~tionalist, conflict or ethnographic approaches have 
1\ 

all, g~ossed over gender and focussed exclusively on class. 

In the processJgender was as~1med to be of minor impor-

tance. To quote Brian Jackson and Dennis ~~rsden -

"l'his question is not addressed theoretically and, indeed 

it is hard to see how it could be given tha~ -a~y of tne 

now classic studies in this field are iiterally, studies 

2 of the education of boys"• Hence an analysis ,of women's 

education relating the form and content of schooling tQ 

1. Jane Greenwald and Ruth West (ed) - Curriculum deeisn~uwt~n 
Michael Golby, An Open University set book, p.106. 

2. Brian Jackson and Dennis Marsden, Education and the 
working class, Hardmondsworth, 1972, p.52. 
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women's position in the sGcial structure .has to be evolved. 

This is attempted by feminist theorists who argue for 

achievement of equality between sexe~ through changing 
. ) 

various institutions, the educational system being one 

such system. The education system equips pupils with the 

slcills necessary ior achievement in the occupational sphere 

not onl:v in terms of income but stc~tus also. Hence if 

girls are to achieve as well as boys, non-sexist educa-

tion is a must. However, schooling moulds, shapes and 

reinforces sex segregation and discrimination within and 

across class boundaries when it should be trying to 

alleviate them. It is our purpose in this chapter to re-

' ctify th~ existing theoretical approaches on class dif-

ferences and reformulate them to include the,dimension of 

gender. At the same time, a probing survey will be made 

to examine beth, the structure and content of education 

in schools to see how male and'female stereotypes are re-

inforeed. We shall also examine in brief the opinions 

and strat-egies Qf the various :feminist the-orists for en-

ding Women's oppression. 

Education has often been regarded as an extension 

Qf primary socialization for it provides both fermal and 

informal training to children outside the private confines 

of family life. It i'!P s "'']PO Lpcn ren·n:cd ed a<=~ instrumetal 
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in promoting equality of opportunity by disregarding all 

forms of social inequality but, just as the socialization 

process within the family has certain ideological impli-

cations, the activities of educating and getting educated 

are equally socially constructed in ways which have poli-

tical consequences. 

The feminists' contention is that these consequences 

are o£ particular significance for women as participants 

in the educational system. It is not disadvantage but 

prejudice and discrimination as well which affects women~s 

access to education. Schooling thus - "not only repro-

duces disadvantages but also provides a context for the 

legitimation of sexist ideologies and practices". 3 A1-

though super-ordination is present in every sphere of so-

ciety it is subtly and continuously displayed via the con-

struction and reproduction of knowledge·for example 

domestic science and pure science use language and exam-

plea tv hi ch clearly deoonstra t-€ -th.a 't they are di.rected to 

pupils of one sex. Kelly and Wolpe point to such stereo-

typing which divides the curriculum into 'boy' and'girl' 

subjects and perpetuates the m:rth that such a division is 

natural and fair. 

- -----------------------
3• Arthur Brittan and Mary Maynard - Sexism, racism and 

.!!J.?Pression Basil Blackwell Publications - 1984. 
PP• 155-156. 
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I>lost of the curricuJ.um takes 'maleness 1 as the norm 

and therefore it is l.ikel.y that there is an assumed sup-

eriority of mal.e forme of knowledge. Sexist interpre-

tations become the received truth because they are trans-

mitted in the context of authority in the educational. 

institutions. Educational. systems are produced by men 

and hence they suit typically mal.e patterns of education 

and working J.ij;'e quite wel.l, whil.e neglecting the educ-

ational re_quirements of women. Division of labour is ,_ 

constantly mai11tained even in socialist countries where 

powerful. attitudinal barriers exist as pointed out by 

he Auley4 and I>lol.yneux. 5 Girls, for example internalize 

definitions of maturity which instil. quietness, obedience 

and pois-e in them, both at the h0me and the school. front. 

An important question to be asked is who contrel.s 

the curriculum? The two problems facing any society aFe 

1. the distribution of knowledge in society and 2. the 

decision making involved as Denis Lawton6 rightly points 

4. Al.astair McAule:v, Women's education and employment in 
!he Soviet Union- in Sandra Acker ( P.tal.) - riorld :vear 
book o~ educati£!L_1984, women and education·, Kogan 
page, LondonlNichol.s Publishing Company, New York, 
PP• 202-210. 

5. Maxine Molyneux, "Strateg,ies for the emancipation of 
~om~!l in the third world socialist societies" in 
in Sandra.~Acker ( etal) ~ld ---year book of educatio~ 
1984, Women and educa ti.on, Kogan page, London/Nichols 
Publishing Company, New York, PP• 268-278. 

6. Denis Lawton, .T.he Pol.:i,tics o:f school curriculum, 
Routledge and Kegan Paul Ltd., 1980. p.6. 
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out. It £ollowe that the queetien o£ who shall be educa-

ted is intimately 1inked to the question e£ what·are schools 

£(3)r? The decision to channel.ise girl.e into domeAtic sci-

ence anA boy.,. -into pure sc-ience is not incidental but in-

vol.ves conscious pol.itical decisions. Denis Lawton uses 

a triangle of power to plilint to di_fferent sources of in-

fluence affecting the curricul.um procee.a and remarks -

"If power is measured in terms of l.ength of each side o£ 

the triang~, it is clearly possible to have tr-iangles o£ 
(\ 

different shapes, in other words it woul.d be a mistake to 

assume either that the triangle is equil.ateral or that 

angles do not change from time to time especially if we 

are concerned with the control. of curricul.um. 7 

The classical. theorists such as 1-iarx, Weber, Durkheim 

and Mead have concentrated on the rel.ative advantage of 

different classes in access to education though they have 

had different thrust areas. Thus Durkheim viewe-d edu_ca-

tion as solvi..=..,;; the problem o:f conf'J.ict in society through 

Narxist perspective of education unlike Durkheim's under-

scores the element of conflict in every aspect of life 

and links this contradiction to the economic relations ef 

~ -- ---------
7• Ibid. PP• 7-8. 
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production which again entails dooination o£ one class 

over another. Weber's chie£ concern was with the modern 

capitalist society and bureaucracy and this has helped 

us in vievling schools as orc;anizations and teaching as a 

profession. Mead pointed out the importance o£ individual 

actors in the. educational process through his symbolic 

interactionism. 

Subsequent sociologists like Samuel Bowles and Gintis, 

Antonio Gramsci, Michael Young, .Basil Bernstein and Louis 

A1thusser have dealt with the educational oystem as an 

institution which has helped reproduce the status quo ei

ther ideologically, socially or culturally, Louis Al

thusser talks of the educational system being the ide'o

logical state apparatus which is non-repressive while at 

the same time helping in reproducing the relations of pro

duction existing in society. BourdieJL too _tal.ke .of the 

educational system characterized by functiona~ duplicity 

aimed at conservation of the status quo-. Bowles, Gintie, 

.Berns~eu, Young c= .......:l others too ta.l.k o.f social_, cul tura1_, 

ideological and even language rep~oduction by the edu

cational system. 

All the above mentioned theorists have marginalized 

women in their treatment and £ail to take into account 

.. 
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the patriarchial structures operative at the educational 

level. Aa Nadelaine 1-1acDona 1 d .... .; r•htly points out II Any 

theory of education which seeks to account for the forms 

of schooling in terms of the mode of reproduction of the 

work force, I would argue, must recognize the structure 

of male female dominance relations as integral and not 

subsidiary organizing principles of the work process.
8 

Female educational participation is largely different 

from that of the male though it may appea~ as if the choice 

of subjects and even schooling is voluntary, based on 

'achieved' rather than on 'ascribed' factors. Women and 

men thus travel through two separate paths in the educe-

tional system - one towards domesticity and the other to-

wards the making of a skilled· labour force. This diffe-

rential acquisition of skills is rationalized and attri-
-

buted ~o certain qualities which individuals posess int-

ernally. If women perform badly in the educational system 

a..nd are subsequently marginalized in the labour forc-e i ~ 

is "natural", since they do not have the ability to com-

pete with others. Gender differentiation is thus treated 

as irrelevant which contributes to further their margine-

8. l·ladelaine I1'lacDonald in Rosemary Deem ( ed), Schooling 
for women's work , Routledge and Regan Paul, 1980, p.15. 
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lization. Atse by treating economic activities alone, as 
' 

productive and relevant, the household and consequently 

women are neglected. Women's status is also measured from 

the position of the male head ignoring the fact that wom~n 

in the household may occupy superior or inferier positions 

by themselves. 

Hence all the above social scientists have been wrong 

in assuming that both s.exes experience similar situations 

in the differential forms of schooling and even_work pro-

cessea. All such perspectives of schooling h~ve tended 

to weigh theories of education towards class analysis. 

I~Iany other researchers such as Acker, Graham and Liwellyn 

have tried to present a much more holistic anal:vsis, by 

including the dimension of gender in the study of educa

tional stratification. Turner9 adopts a different appro~h 

and calls for the analysis of women's orientation towards 

"ambition" which in .,turn determines thei_r actions. Ambi-

tion among women being different from that c= cen, their 

orientation towards success is related not to work (ex

trinsic materi~l rewards) but to domesticity (instrinsic 

non material rewards). Hence their disinterest in avail-

9· For a discussion of the view points put forward by 
Turner, King and EPstein, see the book by Annette Kuhn 
and Ann 1-1a.rie v4olpe - ~.2J:l_l,i!!i.§~ und _ _l-Ie.. teria:Li sm, 
.d.outledge and Kegan .Pttul, 1978. 
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able educationaL opportunities is understa~ble, ~~~_he. 
King aims at a model in which class and ste.tus are retained 

as analytical categories while including the dimension of 

gender. While arguing that women because of their ori-

entations use equal opportunities offered by education 

in an unequal way he distinguishes between "symbolic" and 

"functional" status. The former refers tG "social status" 

while the latter refers to access to desired occupations. 

Taking four basic pup~l types he arrives at the following 

proPositions. 

¥riddle class boys have both, high symbolic value and high 

functional valus 

Middle class girls have ~ high symbolic value ~butt low 

functional value. 

Working class bo~·have ~.l~ow symbolic value but high 

functional value. 

Working class girls have both, low symbolic value and low 

functional value. 

Thus W€ ~inc that bo~h, middle class girls and working 

class girls have low functional value for education because 

o£ their orientation. towards domesticity. He also ob

serves that "at each lt=:vel of' education the sex gap is 

bigger for the working class than the middle class and the 

class gap is big,::er i'or gi:cls than the boys. As the level 

of education rises the sex gap widens for both classes, but 
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widens more for the working class• The class gap also 

10 widens for both sexes, but most for girls than £or boys"• 

So.me researchers' also offer sociological accounts of 

low educational and occupational attainment among women 

and suggest that certain values acquired through soc.i.a-

lization are found unsuitable for women. Epstein usee a 

structural type of analysis and argues that women have 

numerous roles to perform and as a result the possibility 

o£ .role conflict increases. She £eels that this role-cen-

flcit can be minimized i£ women have role-models to adhere 

to. However whil.e arguing that women on the one hand are 

subject to ascribed £actors outside th-eir control, she also 

argues that they can alter their status through change in 

attitude and orientation. 

It should be noted at this j~cture that class and s-ex 

can only be analytically separated within specific his-

torical conjectures but net in concret-e terms as they e..re 

always interwoven whether in the family or the work place, 

the law o~ the educational system. NacDonald <DPines - "I 

1 0 • Ann Marie Wolpe, "Educe. tion and the sexual di vi.sion "' -- ------ - --------- ---of' labour in Annette :t .. uhn and Ann Narie Wolpe -
·Feminism and 1\iaterialism, .d.outledge und Kegan :Paul, 
19~8, P•171• 
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, 
do not believe that one can dissociate the ideologi'cal 

forms o:f masculinity and :feminity, in· their historical 

specificity fr9m either the material basis of patriarchy 

11 
nor :from the class structure"• Social and biological 

reproduction thus constantly rei_n:force one another. While 

biological reproduction is characterized by monogamy·, 

patriarchal household, domestic sexual division o:f labour 

r-elegating women to an inferior status, social repro-

duction characterized by class and sex segregation is mere~ 

_ an extension of the domestic division of labour. Un-

fortunately, productive work or social reproduction with 

its masculine association is considered superior to re-

productive work with its female association. To justify 

the superiority of social production the law of natural 

instincts and interests of human beings is f'requently re-

sorted to. This legitimation however, is not natural but 

social. 

In ke-eping with this view women 1 s education has lar-

ge.l.y be-en marginalized as pointed out by the feminists. 

We shall now proceed to specifically discuss the_liberal, 

marxist and radic~l feminists 1 s views on education while 

keeping in mind their overall theoretical framework which 

we have discussed earlier. 

11 • Ibid. p. 30. 
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~he liberal feminists, drawing £rom the positive em-

piricist paradigm have as their goal- 'a just society'. 

~his just society can be b:couc;ht aoout only through ins-

titutional reforms• Intellectual talent is not the pre-

rogative of a few males but a variable that can be expan

ded to incluae both males and females through social le-

gislations. ~hey believe in the "ins:titutional redistri-

bution" model of the welfare state. 

Education is seen by them as an active engine of 

equality, humanitarianism and social justice and this 

"just society" can be brought about by the active inter-

vention of-the state in the educational field. ~hey argue 

that "equalized opportunities ,.for edu'":¢ation will mean that 

most women and many men-will actualize their potential far 

rationality more fully than they do at -present. so the 

differences between women and men in the development of 

their reason as well a_s o-ther observed psychoJ.ogi_c~- dif-

£erences between men and women will diminish and pose:ib~y 

disappear". ~ 2 

~he existing system of education was however a far 

cry from this ideal. It was social~~ unjust, extremely 

inefficient, and potentially divisive. It denied a fair 

12. Alison. M. Jaggar, Feminist politics and human nature , 
Harvester :Press, Sussex 1983, P•3&· 
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share t0 women and was sexist, as all other feminists too 

opine. Legislations in the educational field would lead 

to the same educational opportunities for beth sexes and 

attempts to forcibly impose masculine or feminine charac-

teristioe would have tc be done away with. 11 There wo,1ld 

not .b-e the current extreme contrast between lGgi cal in-

dependent, aggressive, courageous, insensitive and emo-

tionally inexpres.si ve men and intuti,ve dependent compas

sionate, nurturant and emotional women. 13 Instead every 

individual would be free to pursue any virtue. Gendered 

psychological inequalities would gradually disappear. 

To bri~g about such a situation education should aim at 
. . :~~ 

uncovering irraxionality and discrimination against women 

which can be achieved by writing non-sexist books, seeking 

access to media, sitting on committees, investigating and 

improving status of women and finally pressing for legal 

reforms.· 

The liberal f.emi.nists as we have noted earlier have 

an abstract view of rationality• They see men and women 

as working together fo~ the achievement of this just and 

rational society and thus presuppose existence of collec-

tive or shared norms orienting human beings to achieve 

their ends in society. This however is unthinkable in 

·-· ----------
13. Ibid. p.39. 
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in the light of existing facts. Conflic+. and social dis-

turbance predominate, which Bernbaum rightly notes when 

he says that 11 new knowledge, changed paradigms are not to 

be judged by their relevance to an external reality and 

their accuracy in facilitating a description and an under-

standing of that reality, but in re&ation to the interests 

and po-v1er of' those who create and use the knowledge. 14 As 

we have already noted in the previous chapter the, draw-

back of the liberal feminists is that they hold the ex-

istence of a.n external reality independent of human inter-

pretation which is untrue. The education system is indeed, 

conditioned by the wider social structure as.the Marxists 

arid ~~rxist feminists opine. ··.ry 

The Narxist feminists use pre-defined categories and 

view the education system on the oasis of these categories. 

T~y first offer an account of the education system under 

capitalism and then proceed to suggest measures which will 

do a;.:ay with the ~ei'ecte of the capitalist system .of pro-

duction. Since the capitalist system of production re-

quires the continuous production of both forces and re-

lations of production it requires the active collaboration 

--------------
14. Bernbaum in David Reynolds and l'U.chael Sullivan., 

Towards a new socialist so~i£1£v.y of education, 
University College, Cardiff, u.174. 
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between the base (economy) and the other superstructures 

~re~igion, fami~y, education etc.). The reproduction of 

eki~~s requires a technically efficient but a submissive 

labour force and this in turn necessitates the existence 

of an educations.~ system which effectively socializes the 

working c~ase and the ruling clas~ to assume appropriate 

future ro~es. 

"Sach group is provid,ed with the ide~libgy tc;> suit 

its role, yet the.mechanisms, whereby this occurs are 

disguised by the apparently neutral character of the 

school." • 1 ~ .. -,,!I'his line of argument has been pursued by 

Louie A1th,li_eser, Ant-onio Gramecii, and Samuel. Bowles and 

·Gintia. Education is not as necessary for the reproduc-

tion of t-eobli-ical. skill.s as it is for rel.ating its social. 

structure, to the forme of consciousness, inter-personal 

beheviour·and personality it fosters and reinforcesin 

students. Exploitation has to be disguised and this is 

a.pily provided b:v the educatio·nal· system \·1hich produces 

a highly motivated work force :for the lo•veet possible ·wages. 

"The effect of school organization and curricular struc-

ture can not therefore be dissocis.ted frorn the overall 

division of labour both in reard to paid employment and 

15. Hi chelle Barrett ~ ){omen 1 s opnression toda;y - Pro
blems in Marxist Feminist analysis , London, 1980, 
p.116. 
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and within the family".
16 

The r~iarxist feminists in keeping with this tradition 

try to "explore the relation between organization of sex-

uality, domestic production, th~ household and so on and 

historical changes in the mode of production and systems 

of apPropriation and exploitation". 17 They concentrate 

on women's oppression in the capitalist system which 

necessitates the study of gender in a historical. context. 

It must be noted that sex and class d-ivisions are, inter-

woven together and yet autonomous. Using the Al.thusserian 

approach Ann lilarie Wol.pe thus argues
1 

1 there is • • • • .a;-.... 

necessary disjunction between the "requirements" of . .<::the 

economy and the range of skill.e, the educational system 

18 can produce". 

Since capitalism stresses the profit motive, .. unbrid-

led individual educational achievement is a necessary pre-

requesite to prosper. In contrast under socialism educa-

tion will 
0-

be collsct~ve en~e~se since cooperation is 
A 

the essence of socia~ism. not aggressive individual 

achievement. 

The ~mrxist feminists call for universalization of 

16. Ann Narie Wolpe - "Education and the sexual. divieien 
pf labour" in Annette Kuhn and Ann Marie Wo~pe, 

Feminism and Mat~r:i,_al.i~~-- , Routledge and Kegan Pa~l, 
1078, pp.325-326. 

17. Tl.Jide IJ•9• 

18. Ibid. p.119· 
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access o~ education irrespective of sexes which in turn can 

1ead to united po1itica1 action o~ the working c1ass. The 

victory of the working class through co11ective education 

won1d automatically ensure women's liberation. The 

socia1istic revo1ution is the key to the ~ulfilment o~ 

women's potentialities• 

The Marxist feminists however tra~spose on to the 

divisions o~ gender a theoretica1 £rame-work which has 

been conceived a1ong class lines• They must then, :first 

resolve the question of the re1ationship of the sexes to 

the class structure before aeaJ,.ing with the question o£ 

education. 

The radical feminists 1ike the others do believe 

that the school di~~erentiates between sexeA 1abe11ing 

children, to correspond with the wider reality. This ~e 

bias has to be removed and a distinctively female pers-

pective 0f education is advocated. Such an education will 

"h~lp w~.m-en die-cover their real needs and begin to fulfill 

their potentia1i ties so long repressed by __ po .. :tyi.aycf..:.Y ~ 1 

devo-id o£ hierar-chy" • 1 9 

Education is to be an active learning process where 

wo~en are engaged in learning about themselves and the 

world in an atmosphere of trust, dignity, honesty and 

suppo:::'t. To this end thAv e-dvocat,.. individualistic fo.,...ms 

19. Jaggar n.12, p.268. 
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pereona1 experience to facilitate consciousness raising 

groupe. This wi~ help demolish the myth of male supremacy. 

Radical feminists have concentrated on a wide variety of 

educati·ona1 projects wcich range from automobile mainte-
' 

nance, accupressure massage, karate to feoinist po1itica1 

theory. They have businesses, books, restaurants, clubs, 

f'i1ms, poetry, painting, sculpture a11 o.:f which a.re aimed 

at highlighting the women's perspective. 

By building alternative educational systems "radical 

feminists pursue what an anarchist would call. the "hollowing 

20 out" of the patriarchal systems". 

These feminists however divor_ce themsel.ve-e from the 

male world and hence their'"'"views are as much distorted as 

the male worl.d view. The{=:t.ack of a theoret-ical perspective 

on the educational. system and the call. for uncontextualised : 

- - "" ~ -

individual. forms of conciousness further, oompl.icate the 

problem. 

:na.ving _discussed the £eminiete vi-ew-point on education 

it woul.d be w-orthwhile to note that women indeed, have been 

con:fined t-0 the li bera.J. a.rte a.nC. d..om-e.st..i.c s-:ei.enc-e-s whil.e 

men's education aims at producing skilled man power. The 
- e-nd 

appropriate~expected behaviour of' each sex gets reflected 

20. Jagger. n.12, p.281. 
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in a.cadem:i.c diecip~ines >'lhich ie :f•1rther l.egi ti mi.-.od b·r 

the hidden sAx-bias"'d curriculum, unconscio~' s ,..,an~ n<La.t; ·--n 

o:f t~ach.,rs and eo on. A;x1 entire edi_:fice o:f J~Jchool. culture 

is then built on such gendered notions of inequality. A 

number o:f studies have been carried out which point to this 

trend. It is not our intention to present a ful.l. revie.w o£ 

p-roduce<:# 
the extensive literature al.l over the worl.d concerning th~ 

1\ 

existence of sexist bias in education. Rather, our purpos~ 

is to,point to the sim.J6i1aritiee in evidence and, the way 

in which treatment o£ both sexes seems ~o be based on an 

Evans21 illustrates an elusive form of sexism in 

Australian primary schools. Classroem interaction, 

curricu1um and teaching materials are discussed in terms 

of the role they play in gender construction. The import-

ance of understanding and focusing upon the taken for 

gr.anted gender assumptions of class-room life is also high

lighted by O~rricoates. 22 She points out how teachers 

• 

perpetuated dominant ideologies in observed class-room dis-

21. Terry Evans- "Gender differentiation and interaction 
in 6uetrabian primary schools" in Sandra Acker (etal.) 
Jiol:ld year book of education 1984, Women and Education 
Kogan page, London/Nichols Publishing Company, . 
New York 1G84, PP• 90-99• 

22. Katherine Cl.arricoates - "The i~portance of being Ernest, 
Emma, To~~ Jane the PercePtion and categorization of 

ender confirmit and ender deviation in~rima~y soc
ialization" in Rosemary Deem ed Schooling for Women's 
~-Routledge & Kegan Paul Ltd., 1980, pp.26-41 • 
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cussions. Mary Fuller23 too arrived at a similar conclu-

sion that teachers' professional commitment to fair dis-

tribution based on merit is superficial. 

Bushwells24 :field work in North England show how subtle 

interpersonal messages reinforce and reproduce dependency 

relations. Her case studies o£ a 'sponsored boy' and a 

'nurtured girl', acquiescent sirl and invisible P.:irl are 

evocative-leading to a different kind,o:f' understanding from 

the harder statistical evidences. So is L~ewellyn's 25 

examination of single sex schools in England. Both con-

elude that girls' response is structured according to the 

wider social and interpersonal relations between se~es. 

In essence, gender typing recurs in the official curri. 

culum, teaching materials, organization of subject choice, 

teachers behaviour both inside and outside the class-room, 

Mary Fuller "!!J:~ck girls in a Lo.,...don comprehensive 
schoo!" in Rosemary Deem (ed) SchooliM :for women's 
:w.9rk - Routledge & Kegan' Paul Ltd, 1 980, PP. 52-65. 

Carol Buswell - 11.§.Ronsoring and stereotyping in a 
~iruL_class english §Chool", Sandra Acker (etal) 

World year bo.ok of education 1984, Women and Education 
Kogan page, London/Nichols ~ublishing Company, New
York, 1954, PP• 100-101~ 

25. I•1andy Llewellyn - "Studying '";i~·ls at school - the 
imPlications o:f confus;i.on 11 , in .t.iosemary .Jeem (edT 
Schooling :for women's work.L l\outledge and hegan l:'aul 
Ltd •• 1980, PP•42-51. 
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the hidden curriculum of traditional assumptions, unquee-

tioned expectations and codes of behaviour as Jacquetta 

Me~arry26 pointe out. 

Women gain attention only when it would be impossible 

to leave them out. such as a discussion of dom.estic life 

which would obviously involve the role of women. When 

females do anpear in paid employment they are portrayed in 

a very narrow range of 1ow status jobs with limited pros-

peats (l'·lo Donald 1980). The end result is disenchantment 

with education for women. It must however be noted that it 

is not stereotyping which causes educationa~ indifference: 

·but rather an irrelevant curriculum which £.ails to interest ;.,.,;.• 

women who are already alienated from the learning process. 

A distorted view of womanhood is thus premeted. It is eug.:.. 

gested that the implicit themes with their positive evalu-

ation of everything male and devaluation o:r·a.nythi_ng fem-ale 

at best fail to challenge the sexist attitude in children 

and at ;.;erst ac-t--.:..ally encourage the development of sexist 

pre.iudice. Dale Spender while referring to language as a. 

major instrument of transmission and acquisition points out 

26.. Jacquetta Megarry - "Sex, gender and education" in Sandra 
Acker- lforld year book of educat;on_l284 - women and 
education 1 Kogan Page. London/Nichols }ublishing com
};any, New York, 1984, PP .14-28. 

27. .uale ;;;;pender ( 1980), in Arthur Bri ttur"l c:.nd ;.ar.v i·Jaynard 
·Sexism .Rucism and Oppreesio:t?-.:..., basil Blaclu.;ell publi
cations, 19b4. p.164. 
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to the 'rule of semantic derogation' according to which 

women's language acquires a negative and often sexual con-

notation while male language is superior. Sir:JOne de 

Beavoir also elaborates on this when she remarh:e that "man 

represents both, the positive and the neutral, as indicated 

by the common use of man to designate human bein~s in 

general whereas woman represents only the negative defined 

by limiting criteria without reciprocity 11
•
28 

All this leads to the fact that "it is not simply 

sexism which is being transmitted here nor just the be-

nign signalling of the existence of tHo cor.1plementc.ry 

genO.er roles. Rather girls are learning that the rela-

tions between the sexes are power relations where men are 

dominant and in control,while women are subordinated and 

inf'erior 11
• 

29 

As Stanworth puts it "class-room interaction, the 

way in which pupils and teachers relate to eech other '- o....r- -..::::::. 

not merely transmit beliefs about the suneriority of one 

sex over the other, but actively serves to give such be

liefs a concrete foundation in personal expericence 11 .30 

28. Si~one de Bcavoir The second sex: Harmondsworth: 
Penguin 1982, p.15 • 

.......,(j 
r. , • Brittnr:: and '·Iavnard. n.3, p.165. 

30· ~tanworth in Brittan and Maynard, n.3. p.166, 
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'£hus both ma.cro and micro studies have conclusively 

proved the etatus quoist natu:::.~e of the educationaJ_ s:vsten. 

The present chapter has elaborated on three diffe

rent but interrelated aspects o~ education of women and 

has substantiated these views with micro level case stu

dieA conducted all over the world pointing to the covert 

and overt marginalization of girls in education. 

The liberal marxist and radical feminists offer di

fferent stratecies for the redressal'of women's oppres-

sion. They are however, unanimous about the existence 

of a distorted world view of women. Thev are also agreed 

in condemlil.ing the classical theories for their margina

lization of women and focus on class analysis. 

The liberal feminists lay down an abstraqt condition 

of rationality and opine that .::..egisla"tion lS "the means 

to arrive at this rationality. 2n contrast l'.iarxist femi-

nists while tai:.::i.ng cogni sane e ;:xi th.~ sez and clas-s r:.exus 

argue that all knowledge being socially conditioned, the 

class system has to be done away with to achieve women's 

liberation. Finally the radical feminists with their anti 

male approach call for consciousness raising through tLe 

educational system. In criticising all these three appro-

chen to education \'le h~~ve argued that all of them reeress 
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either into crude materialism or naive idealism. What 

is needed is a balance between these extremes. an edu

cational system with open acces~ to both sexes, retain

ing the rationality and content of the bourgeois culture 

but not its values, believing in institutional re£orms 

of liberal feminism but not its abstract notion of ra

tionality, and taking consciousness raising as one of the 

many means to achieve a sexless educational and value 

system but discarding the anti-male, ahistorical appro-

ach. We shall. in our alternative paradigm then, argue 

for a view point which recognises the interplay between 

the sexual division of labour and the reprodu~tion of 

capital. But before ~his, we need to look at the Indian 

women's movement and educational. system. This will heln 

in putting the substantive issues in a clearer perspec

tive. 



CHAPTE.rt .. III 

FEHINIS!'l A.@ EDUCATIOh - THE INDIAN i:'EHS.PECTIVE 

In this chapter an indepth analysis o:f the 

relevance ar:d implication o:f women's education is attempted 

in order to determine the progr~ss o£ women's movement 

in India. :E.rior to this we shall dwell on the orthog-

enetic a:cd heterogenetic sources whi _;h have influenced 

women's education directly. In doing so we shall keep 

in mind India's cultural, familial socio-historical. 

and politico-economic conditions and try and relate issues 

pertaining to womeL's education simultaneously. We 

shall conclv.de by arguing that inspi te of the sub juga-

tion of women by the educational structure, women to 

in India have become conscious o:f their oppression and 

11 a vigorous if uneven women's liberation has taken shape 

in India. A whole range of women £rom di:fferent classes, 

castes and communities have participated in this movement 

along "t-:i th activi-ats drawn :from a variety of p~oli tical 

trends, p~rties and groups" 1 • 

The Indiun educational svstem as well as 

other aspects of development by and large, are the 

1 • Gail Omved t - 11 l:omen 1 s I'Jc,vement : oome id colo;:;i cal 
d.ebetca':insn:tu'l~oth{tri&ikrsh Sethi (ed) - Lokc.;yan 
BuJlc:tin, /i:6, 1986, P•35 
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legacy of the colo~ial past. The re~son for this 

predo;11in2.nce of the ~w..~: on t.e country's policies 

and .f.Jlunnin.:; even after Indeperldence could be linked 

with the historical conditions under which.India 

achieved freedom.Indian independence was achieved 

through a na tion;:::,l movement led by a po\;erful ulli2.nce 

of th-e landlords and capitalists which could not-deliver 

the necessary historica~ blows to bring radical social 
' ' 

transformat::_on112 • Even after Ind eper,dence India ";c-:: s 

influenced considerably by western ideology and values 

resul tirJ.€; in modernization uhich was 11 n1ore of an 

artificial graft on the body of traditional economy 

than a metamorphosis of the lo..tter through its own 

innate compulsions" 3 • 

The edc:cationa.l system in both, pre-independence 

a~d post-inde~endence India, hence in keeping ~ith the 

colonial policv served the interacts of the rulers 

alone. ~ucb. an educ.:J.c:ional system advocated the "trickle 

down" theory by which a small seGtion of lndians involved 

in the smooth running . .::;:f administration benefitted. 1'hus 

Vol. 13, Lo. 10-11,19u5,p-11. 

3. Firmala Dnnerj P-e, "l~Jodc:J.·r~isa tion nnd 1·lere.i.Jl§!~~se:. tion" 
in social ~_cientist - Vol.13,No.10-11,1985, P•49 
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only 16 percent of the total population was literate 

by 1947· The number of educated women during the 

same period i.'as practicall~,r negligible. 

The reason :for this is "that the demand for 

women's education arose as a concomita~t 6f th~ 

4 social reform movement" • The other important agents 

were the christian rr~ssionaries and the British 

goverll$ent. All the three agents sai>J education 11 as 

a necessary condition :for~ising the status of women 

in society, for improving the q~lity o:f family li£e 

as also for strengthening the bonds o:f tradition and 

the :family as the chief unit of social organasation"5 • 

It was felt that 11 denial of education and early marriage 
' ---.~ ...... -.::= 

prevented the development of the personality and rational

ity of women, stunted and crippled personality. affected 

4• Xaruna Chanana Ahmad, - "The social context of womep 1 e 

education in India. - 1921-81, Tentation formulations" 
in New frontiers in education. Vol.15, No.3, 1985,P•4 

5· Usha Nayar, "Cul~~ root r ion-
women's.education in Indi~' in Susheela 
opnression - patterns and perspectives 
1 9 G5 , P • 54 • 

o-J! 
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the hnrcony o~ the family atmosphere weakening the 

bonds of the family"
6• The well being of the family 

being p::edominant, \-;omen's education in India naturally 

made slo1.; progress. 

The first wave of the women's movement which was 

initiated by social reformers concentrated on the 

elimine..tion of social evils such as e:beilition o£ sati 

(1829), child marriage. polygamy and dowry while at the 

same time concentrating on women's education. 

institutions for girls came to be established due to 

individual and institutional efforts". As Arya Samaj, 

Dev Samaj, Sana than Dharan:. Sabha, the Khalsa Divan, Ra.ma 

Krishna ~ission and a host of other religious organisetions 

funded female education and creuted an atmosphere favourable 
• -t~..., 

¢ education of girls, the fear of conversion gradually 

receded. It should be reiterated that "the :::2.jority of 

the i~E:::o:m-e~s, i-.Janted to- i!I!provc the posit-ion of ..-omez: 

within the family ~s wives and mothers, not to expand 

their role in society ••••• Thev were of the view that 

·---------
6. Suoheela Knushilk: ( ed) - Jjom~-~-s onp'"'egcion - ::Jattcrrul 

~nd perspectives • Shakti books, 1985.ne54 
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improving women's capacity to fulfil their familial 

roles wouJ.d strengthen their influence on their sons 

and daughters and help perpetuate the authority of the 

t:eaditional family and ita values" 7 , since women were 

f~r better carriere of these values".· Educating a girl 

thus meant educating an entire family. Swami Vivekananda 

too wanted Indian women to grow and develop in the 

:foot prints of Sita - the ever patient. pure and faithf'ul 

sufferer who never returned injury. He says "it is only 

in the homes of educated and pipue moth~rs the great men 

8 are born". He a~eo adds "Even after marriage and entering 

the world, the girl.s, educated ------ wil.l inspire their -~ 

husbands with nobl.e ideals and to be the mothers of heroic 

Such un£1agging campaigning o:f 1eaders in course 

o:f time brought forth women like Swa.rna Kumari, Sarla 

Devi Choudrani, Pandita Ramab~Ranade, Rukmabai, Laxmi . . 
Cha~draverkar, Shantibai Randiker. Anandibai Josbi, 

Franciha and Cornelia Sorabjee. Annie Beeant and _ 

Kashibai Naurange who dedicated their lives to the 

~ 7: . Vina Mazumdar, 11 !!:_hi the;r __ ;·.-~omen 1 s movement in India11 ? 
inJ..hdian and ;Fo:ceivn rt.e:v:iew Vul.14, Lo-3, 1976,p-21 

8. Swami Vivekunanda, Our women , Calcutta, Advaita 
Ashram 1982, p.24. 

9• Ibid. p.31. 
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upliftment of women. "~hese women leaders continued in 

the tradition of the reform movement, skillfully using 

traditional symbols, religious feelings and rationalist 

arguments for propagating their cause and, set up educa-

tional institutes and homes for distressed and socially 

sticmatised women. Like their reformist male patrons, 

they too believBd that the revitalisation of Hindu 

society required educated wives and enlightened mothers1110 • 

By the turn of the century women wanted to establ~sh 

organizations which concentrated exclusively on women's 

problems and this was welcomed by the Indian Ne.tional 

Congress. But it was Gandhijis' leadership that really 

"facilitated the rise and grov1th o:f women's movement in 

11 
the ~ountry" .• "He was not a :feminist or a suffragist 

in the western sensA 1112 but he advocated equality of 

10. Nanclit~ G-andhi- "~'he l£ner<;enc.e o:f·,b,utonomous w.Amep's 
groups~in Smitu Kothari and Harsh Sethi, Lokayan 
bulletin 4:6 1986,p.85. 

11. Ra.dhakrisbna Sharma, '.Na.:Q._onaliqm, eoci(3.l. ::.'c±'orm 
and Indi~ women-- Janaki Prakasan, .1981, P•51· 

12. Ibid.p.51. 
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sexes and sa\·! ·v;omen and men as performing complernentary 

roles in society. In the nationalist movement of the 

early twentieth cenlury, he devised a ~rogramme for 

\·lomen "in a Hc.y the.t they could remain at homG and 

still contribute to the movemertt" 13 • he redefined women's 

roles by raising de~raded feminine Qualities into virtues 

aLd looked Lt them as the very embodiment of non-vi0le~ce 

~rius he mLde it possible for women to 

participate in the n~tional str~~~le. "lie made the vital 

shift from the reformist tradition which saw women as 

objects to projecting them as agents of transformation 

their o-v1n and the nat:'..ons" 14. As a result of his efforts~ 

1-10men participated in large numbers in the non-cooperatibn 

a~d civil disobedience movements. It should however be 

noted that the leaders of such women's movements were 

often from upper middle class having a liberal outlook. 

\'le thus have women like Sarojini l~aidu, Abala Bose, Hansa 

Nehta and Kamlad evi Cha ttopad 'r.c..-vay v1ho led the women 1 s 

r;:.ovement in early tHer::tiet}l cer.turv. Ifu.ny other woo,-n 

li:::~e i3ina :Das, Kal:,ana Dutt and Sushila Devi took to 

13. Hadhu Krisb.nan- "Gandhi or:. Women", Economic and 
:!>.Q..litical_-~~eekl:t:,bomba;v, Oct.5&12 1985, p.1695· 

14• G,h8.n.d.b.i - n.12,p.86. 



took to.terrorism with the hope of liberating their 

motherlu.nd. 

Before 1917 many organizations such c:;.s the T.ar'lics 

Aer->od.c.tinn {1886) Sharda Sadan (1892), Seva Sadan (1909~ 

and Bharat Stri Ha.ndal. (1910) were established but they 

tvere all. regional. in character. The Women's India 

/ 

Association (1917) established by Dorothy Jinarajadasa, 

Hargaret E. Cousins and Dr. Annie Besant t·:&s the first 

organization whose aim to be All. India in scope, to 

'band together all. categorie~ o£ Indian women for mutual. 

service and wel.£a~e of the country. Subsequently in 

1927 the All India Women's Conference w~s est~~lished 

under the initiative of l•Iargaret r;. Cousins. This 

wac the beginning of a coordinated homogenous all India 

\'/Omanhoed having its own ideology and programme. The 

organization initially started as a forum for educational. 

reforms and gradual.ly wiuened its scope to include all 

a~·eas of' wumen, children and humanity at large. 

Despite the efforts of social reforme~s, christian 

mis~ionaries, and the conseQuent awake~ing of consciousnes~ 

aLone Homen, their educa"cion appeared "to have been an 

auxillary development of education o£ men and the rise 
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of colonial bureaucracies. 

western education whicb was purely academic in character 

~~d the limited specific purpose of filling up lower 

and wi ddle rungs of admir:.i stre_ tion b;y men of the ... 
colonized societies. 'i'lomen '\·,'e:r>e not even re:::otelv 

coneid ered for these :;_)osts; in any case , vlOmen of 

the upper soci~-econonic strata (from where men entered 

modern ed•~cation) 1.'ere still home .. bound 111 5. 

flEducation had become a transferred subject Lnder 

the 1·lontague Ch~lmsford reforms in 1919. Thereafter 

··ayarchyN Has introduced ir~ 1921 and education came 

under dual. charge 1116 by this time the Indian c.ctivists 

a~d the British government lent o~)e~~ support to 'tvomen' s 

education. A number o£ commissions such as the Sadler 

CommissioL(t916), Montford report (1921) and Hartog 

, .Dommi ttee ( 1929) stressed on the need o£ female educo. tion, 

in the creation of a modern nation. The Hartog CommittEe 

argued the. t "the education of Homen especially in the 

higher stases will make available to the country a wealth 

·----------

1 5 • Ke.. us lliR:, n. 6 , n. 54 • 

16. A~mud, n.~,p.2. 
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of capacity that is now ~arge~y wasted through ~ack 

o£ opportunity. It is on~y through education that 

Indian women wi~l. be abl.e to contribute in increasing 

measure to the cu~ture, the ideal.s and activities of 

th t u17 e coun ry. • ••• 

Between 1921-22 and 1939-40 there was a definite 

increase in the number of institutions of girl.s but by 

1946-47 there was a dec~ine in their number. 

TABLE - I 

Number of Institutions for girl.s(~~ types) 

Year 

1921-22 

1926~27 
1931-32 

1936-37 

1939-40 

1946-47 

Number of institutions 

23,517 

27,756 
33,969 

33,989 

34,564 

28,196 

Source: Quoted from Karuna Ahmad, "The social. context of 

"' women's education in India, 1921-81: Tenta~?-ve·formul.e.ti~&s 

in w~~ Frontiers in education," Vo~.xv, Np.3,Jul.y

S~ptember 1985 •P-7 

17. Hartog Committee Report {1929) Quoted in the Report 
of' the~ Lll India Women's Educa t :. on Fund, 1920 ,p-11. 
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During the same period the number of gir~s and \boys 

enro~~ed in institutions a~so rose steadi~y as can be 

seen from the tab~e. 

TADLE - 2 

Number of pupi~s by eex in al~ institutions 

Year Boys Gir~s 

..... .-~ .. ~ .. ~~~ ... ~ ............... 

1922 69,62,928 14,24.422 

1927 93,15,144 18,42,352 
'•'-

1932 1,02,73,888 34,9:a,649 

1937 1,10,07,683 31,38,357 

1942 1,22,66,311 37,26,876 

1947 1 ,39,48,91_~ 42,97,785 
... 
~ 

Source: Quoted from Karuna Ahmad, - ~The socia~ context 

of women's education in India,1'921-81s Tenta.tiyoe Formul.a.-
, 

tiona in New Frontiers in education, Vo~.XV,No.3, m~y-

September 1985,P•7• 

!~ing t:.::.b~es 1&2 togethe.r we observe that despite 

the dec~i-ne in educationa~ institutions for gir~s, their 

enro~ment increased steadiJ.y. .Poss.i b~y eing~e sexed schools 

\·Jere rep~aced with co-educationa~ institutes special~y at 

the primary and higher ~eve~s of educ~tion. 11 Ti~is is 

confirmed by figures on enro~ment in co-educationa~ 

18. Quoted £ron1 .P£I,1937-47 1 Vol.2, P•361 in Ah.ruac'i. n.4 P•7 
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institutions rose steadily rising from 35 percent in 

1921-22 to 54.6 percent in 1946-47"
18

• At the secondary 

level the number of girls studying iil. girls' schools was 

higher. So was the case in special, vocational and 

technical institutions. It is also to be noted that 

in.epite of the increase in women 1 a educatio·n, the gap 

between the two sexes was unbridgekble~~t all levels. 

"For every 100 boys in 1946-§.7 there were only 36 girls 

in primary schools, 22 in middle schools, and 14 in 

high schools, 7 in colleges of professional education 

and 12 in the colleges of general education. On an 

average th~,e ~ere 30 girls per 100 boys in all educa

tional in~"itutions" 1 9. 

Women''e~ education was i'urther con£:i.ned to urban 

areas only.snd rural areas were badly neglected. This 

was because Q:f the government's policy to rely on private 

efforts. Thus nearly 50 percent of the girls' scho0ls 

were private institutions at the daHn of India's indep

endence. There was also no suitable machinery to deal 

18. Quoted from PEI, 1"937-,i-7, Vol.2, p.361 in Ahmad n.4 P•7 

19. Quoted from India 1959, p-28 in n-4,p.8 
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with the problem of women's education. Lastly lack of 
' 

funds was the greatest stumbling block in furthering 

the cause of women's education. Thus inspite of the 

several gains which included women's heightened cone-

ciousness it has to be admitted that the pro~ress in the 

field o:t" women's education was inadequate and .IDlbalanced. 

With the at--cainment of Independence 11 EQ.ua.lity of 

sexes" has been incorporated as a constitutional prov-

ision under Articles 14, 15 and 16. Articles 38, 39 

and 42 of the DirectLVe Principles of state policy also 

aim at social justice. The Indian constitutionhas thus 

heralded a social revolution by guaranteing s~cial and 

political equality for 1<1omen ·in free India. "The cautious 

policy of the British government was replaced by one of 

positive and assertive position vis-a -vis women's 

d . t. ..20 e uca ~on • The major issues con£ronting women's 

education at the dawn o£ independence to quote Neera 

Desai and Vibijuti .Patel21 ~eve :-

{1} women's illiteracy (2) widening gap bet,ve-en boys 

and girls education (3) regional imbalances (4) women's 

enrolment in liuited :faeulties of higher education. It 

20. Ahmed, n.4,p-8 

21. Neera Desai and Vib4uti .Patel~ Indian Women
__ Changing Re·,lities 'Popular Prakasam 1985 1 p.26. 
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would be no exaggeration to say that ~ India is 

confrontea with the same issues even after 41 years 

of independence. 

Taking each of these issues s~pa.ra tely, vle find 

that in. 1951 when the country launched its first five 

year plan for National Development, the literacy rate of·. 

\vomen stood at 7 • 93 percent \·lhile among men it v;ae 24 • 95 

percent. It '\·:as 18.69 percent in 1971 and 24.88 percent . 

in 1981. 

Literacy rate o:f bmrs and g;i r~s for the peri.Ad 1951-81, 

T,AbLE n 3 

Year % of' tota.L popu~atj_on % ef me.les % of females 

1951 16-.67 24.95 7·93 
1961 24.02 34·44 12·95 

1971 29·45 39·45 18.69 

1981 36.17 46.74 24.88 

Source:- Provision population totals - Paper I of 1981 census. 

The-gap between rural and urban female lit~rncy is 

extremely high. The 1981 census reveals that female literacy 

in rural areas was 17.96 percent co~pared to 47.82 percent 
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in the urban areas. The number o£ female illiterates 

has been increasing steadily £rom 185.2 million in 

1961 to 241.6 million in 1981. i'nis u1euns that nearly 

75 percent of the total female popllation of India is 

il.literate. 

The eDrolment figures for the two sexes also 

indicate a wide gul£. "Over 55 percent :girls at 

primary level, more than 75 percer.t at the middle 

level and more than 85 percent at the secondary l.eve.l. 

are out of schools. The corresponding figures for boys 

are 20 percent at primary, 57 percent at middle a.nd.,71 _ 

22 percent c. t the secondary level" • Renel'red eff'or_:te, have 

been made to retain and enrol an increased number of girls 

in school.s. .Uy the end o:f the sixth plan i..e. 85--86°~ 

363 l.akh girls were enrolled as compared to 528 l.akh boys 

£or the s<-:..me period. In the :field of higher educat-ion 

v1omen' s e.nrolment to total enro~ent has considerabl.y 

ir..;.proved specia.ll;; in co~erce, science and education. 

The table given below indicates the sex ratio (number of 

women per thousand men) of' £~culty wise enro1ment during 

the decade 1971-81. 

22. Pande, n.2, p.16. 
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TAbLE - 4· 

~eJ-:: ratio o£ f2,CU~ t;'l wise ~nrolment 

Year Arts Science Com. Edu. Eng/Tech I'·:edi Agri Ve--ti; 
sc. 

l 

1971-72 502 250 37 605 11 284 10 9 

1981-82 619 401 200 934 47 354 36 45 

Source: Quoted from Karuna Ahmad, "The socia~ context of 

women's education in India , 1921-81: Tentative formula-
,... 

tiona," in New Frontiers in education, 11 Vo~.XV,No.3, 

J~y-September 1985 • 

Regiofl.a.l. imbal.ances existing in pre~independence 

India continue to exist in the post-independence period 

aJ.so• The Deshmukh Committee report, Report o:f' the 

Committee~n the status o£ women, and the recent new 

education pol.ipy ha.ve a~~ pointed to region$-l imbba~ances 

as ia:peding factors in women 1 s education. This uneven 

rate o:f' progress is not on~y true between states but a~so 

"between di~ferent ~evels of education in the same state. 

According to 1981 census Rajasthan(11.31), Bihar (13.58), 

hadhyc .i:'radesh (15·33), \J • .i. (14·42), t:t.nci Arunachal. 

.Lc..., 

56 

75 
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Pradesh (11.02) have maintained low performance at all 

levels while Chandigarh (59.30), Mizoram (52.57), Delhi 

(52.56) and Kerala (64.48) have a high level of female 

literacy. Other states such as Andhra Pradesh, Assam , 

l•.i.aharashtra, Karnataka, Himachal Pradesh and Tamil Nadu 

have made rapid strides in pril;T)ary and secondary education. 

11 lf we were to take the percentage -ef enrolment in the 

relevant age group as an indicator, the gap between the 

boy's and girl's education in classes I-V is very wide ~n 

Bihar, Gujarat, Rajasthan and U.P in 1977-78 and least 

· in Kerala, Maghalaya, Hanipur, Punjab. Tamil nadu and 

Naharaf!Jhtra are some of the states where it is not very 

wide (India 1981 : 186). At the secondary stage, Kerala 
·-' 

and Delhi have the least gap. The maximum percentage of 

girls in the relevant age group ( 25.3 per cent) ~ · going 

to college (general education) in Chandigarh and Delhi is 

second '( 15.7) in this respect. In -Delhi 1 the proportion 

of girls who are going to these colleges is higher than 

boys (14.6). Thus what strikes one is the conti~uity in 

the regional variation and the differentiation by level 
2~ 

or stages of education". ~ One thus sees regional varia-

tion in educational expansion of women. 



The plea for differentiated curricula was made by nu-

merous commissions in pre-independence India on grounds of 

expediency. The view was that a differentiated curriculum 

should be introduced iri order to suit women's physiologi

cal and psychological make up which is different from that 

of men. I<Iayhevl, Chiplunkar, Siqueira24 and other inclu

ding the All Indian Women Conference also argued for se-

parate curriculum for both sexes. Indianization of educe-

tion necessitated the view that girls were to be efficient 

house-wives and hence learn feminine subjects such as 

Hygiene, domestic science, music, needle work and home sci-

ence while physics, chemistry and maths become masculine 

subjects. The majority opinion thus, favoured the repre-

sentation of women in their traditional roles in confirmi-

ty with the past. The subsequent committeessuch as the 

National Committee on Women's Education (1959), Committee 

on the differentiation of curricula for boys and girls 

(1964) and Education Commission (1964-66) continued to hold 

this line of argument. "The Report of the Committee on the 

status of women, 1975 is the first of1icial report to 

question some of the assumptions underlying the debate on 

24. Ahm~d Karuna, n.4, p.2Q. 
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the need for ciifferentiation of curricula for boys and girls. 

This committee brief'ly surns up the historical back-ground 

on this issue in the f'ollowing words: 

"These arguments received of'f'icial support and became 

a part of' the govenment's policy towards women's education. 

Starting with the Hunter Commission of' 1882., most govern-

ment committees on education acc~pted the validity of' these 

arguments. This position remained even af'ter indepen-

dance and resulted in certain subjects being regarded as 

specially suitable for girls. Home /domestic science, 

needle work and fine-arts thus came to be regarded as ex-

elusively girl's subjects in schools. Mathematics and 
·.-"ct 

science on the other hand, were regarded as too difficult 

and unnecessary for girls and were, therefore, kept op-

tional. Consequently, a majority of girls' schoo~s did not 

provide the facilities :for teaching of science end mathe-

matics"• 25 

This cc:::~ittee recommended common courses till class 

ten, di~ferences in curricula in the secondary stage coup-

led with work-experience which would be meani?aful to both 

sexes at the university stage. The homescience courses it 

s~id; "should be revised to meet the eene~al ae well us 
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the vocational needs of boys and girls. It also argued in 

favour 6f encouraging girls to take up science and mathe

matics".~6 

ilowever, the faculties of humanities, medicine and 

education are still preferred by women. Females outnum-

ber males in teacher training institutes especially in 

the primary levels but higher education is dominated by 

male teachers. Again fine arts are dominated by girls as 

compared to boys. One can conclude that the "education 

of women is, in general, status quoist and does not equip 

them for anything but primary teaching or low level white

collar work 11 •
27 

Sex bias in school-curricula further rein£orces the 

male-female dichotemy. N.N. Kalis in his "Sexism in Indian 

education:Yhe lies we tell our children" undertook a re-

search on the NCERT and CBSE text books and concluded that 

the biographies portray women in a very poor light. Even 

if women's achievements are noted they are appreciated not 

for their intrinsic worth but because they acted like men. 

Sex stereotyped role of parents, husband wife relations, 

control o£ i'emale o·oedience, house-hold decisions and ma-

27. Nayar, n.5, P•59• 
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rital arrangements were all in co~irmity with the existing 

status quoist social structure. The educational structure 

thus provided a fertile ground for the subjugation of wo-

men through different strategies such as gender based edu-

cational system. This observation is important as it 

throws light on the effect of such education on women's 

social autonomy. 

This brings us ,to the effect 'Ob'- education on women's 

emancipation. Gender structures women's education and this 

offers both, opportunities and limitations for the women's 

movement. Women are marginalized in education and exploi-

ted to keep the tradi tiona.l dichotomy ee1mee:a between 

domestic work and labour. This dichotomy'is strictly main-

tained in a developing country like India which bears the 

burden of nearly three fourths o£ its women population be-
ing illiterS:te. Education for women is necessary to de-

velop "critical consciousness", "to act and think fre:ely 

in~roader perspective, share and contribute in the stu-

pendous task of the progress of the nation. Educatio-n of 

womenfolk can wo~k as a two edged weapon which can push 

woDen forward towards the bette~ment of the nation and so-

ciety and at the same time it can help eradicate social 

o l lol d d to t II 
28 

ev~ s ~~e owry an sa ~sys e~ • AHakening t~1us has 

to come from women and through education. 

2t,. No!1inder AUmar Dhing~a, "Let ti.1em bet·JUJ:.'e of ti·wir 
rigi1ts 11 , Yojana Vol.32, l\o.9, 19ou, p.;.;6. 
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' lt is no surprise then, that \Wmens organizations of 

all ideological overtones have clamoured i'or free and fair 

education for women. The period 1950's- 1960's saw a 

temporary lull in the women's movement since this gene-

ration had no links with the national movement and '"as 

extremely disillusioned with the state of the economy and 

politicians in the country. Education had helped a number 

of urban upper and middle class women to come in contact 

with a viide set of ideas from Paulo Freire, Hao Tse Tung, 

Ram I·1anohar, Lohia, to Jaya Prakash Nara;)ran. Small women 

groups disillusioned with political parties wanted to heve 

alternative methods of organisation as "they began relief, 

developmental, educational and organisational work at 
., 

grass roots". 29 consciousness was "This latent base of 

then, shaped by other inf'luences like the western wowen's 

movement, the declaration of the International Women's 

decade, the report on the status of women, the mathura 

' 30 rape CaS'e 1 among other fl:i.Ctors II o 

We are also aware of the fact that "there is a ten-

dency to observe and describe realities in terms of con-

cepts and theories shaped in the context of western ex-

periences and to pass over the distinctive ~eatures of 

29. G-..::.ndhi, n.12, p.87. 

30. Gail Ouvedt, n.1, P•39• 
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nqn-western cultures".31 This has grossly distorted the 

multi-cultural realities of a country like India. We 

recognize the academicians -activists divide in India, 

Which has contributed to the glossing over of the unique 

socio-cultural features and hence we proceed to distinguish 

Indian women :from their western counterparts along the 

following lines;-

(1) Indian women in general express disapproval over 

western :feminists anger. 

(2) Indian wGmen have confused reaction to men as princi-

. (3) 

pal oppressors and the notion of patriarchy • 

Indian women have relative inability to contro1 their 

lives compared to their western counter:.parts. 

-~ 

h~ereas the western feminists had to fight for their 

rights at every stage Indian women got many_o~~their rights 

without much struggle. The Indian society is also thorou-

ghly hierarchical, in terms of age, sex, kinship relations 

and c·aste and cuch a etructure has been maintained through 

custoos such as ~everence to elders and the latter's ob-

ligations towards juniors \Operating 'mainly through the 

joint-faLiily), the philosophy o:f self-denial and the sub-

limation o:f ego. The concept o:f "mother goddess" also 

u·lorifies tl1e COllCel_)t of vlOmanhood and c.ll that is pU~'C• 

31· Suma Chitnis- "Feminism in India", in Journal of 
Canadian woman studies, Vol.no.6, No.1, A York 
university project. 
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iii th the advent of western education the desire for 

social reform and political liberation provided a fre~h 

impetus to the cause of women a~ we have noted earlier. 

Independent India by granting "Equality of sexes" and 

enacting a nur:1ber o:f legislations solved the problem of 

equality and freedom in princip~e atleast. Naturally, 

Indian women are unable to empathise with the western fe-

minists' anger • Their reaction to feminism is that of an 

alien struggle. 

Fatriarchy being only one among the several hierar-

chies, the consciousness of Indian women is not offended. 

It does not even operate the same way as it operates in 

other cultural contexts since the "typical patriarch11 is 

net a formidable oppressor. He too is bound by certain 
/ 

rules-and regulations governing the society and thus 

abides.py the decisions of his caste and age superiors. 

This may include even females. "One cannot help feeling 

that the concept of patriarchy is overly universalized 

in current feminism".3 2 

Last but not the least, for a vast number of Indian 

women the divide between so~row and oppression is thin. 

The major problems confronting Indian society such as 

32. Ibid. p.46. 
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povertly, illiteracy and illhealth affect women directly 

and the inability to control their own lives thus becomes 

pronounced. 

Since the ethical and socio-cultural context of 

feminism is different and unique to India, a frame-work 

o:f theory and action specific to this country has to be 

evolved. This does not mean that one should ignore the 

western influences on the Homen's movement which have pro-

vided the Indian society with deep insights. These in-

fluences interact with the Indian social structure simul~ 

taneously producing com~lementary and ·contradictory 

patterns of change. 

The dominant influences on the Indian Women's move-

ment happen to be that of Simone De Beauvoir, Betty Friedan, 

Ann Oakley and Germaine Grer. Their ideologies have been 

reflected in the AIWC, Kalu;ani, Nari Ra.ksha Samiti, Karmika 

I'-la.hila Dakshata Se.mi ti, self employed l-Tomen' s association, 

... 3 
and young women's chris:t:ian a.soooiation._; True to the 

liberal ideoloey these women's organisations are refor-

mative in spirit. They do not challenge oppression of wo-

men but "render legal advice,counselling in family disp~tes 

33· The ideological orientations of the various women's 
organiEations have been derived from their respective 
brochures. 
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and hold meetings in educational institutions and diffe

rent co~onies of the city to •create awareness against so

cial evi~s and for women's own rights". 34 

Radical feminists like Shulamith Fristone, and Kate 

i'1illet who hold patriarchy to be the prob~em have also 

influenced women's movement in India. \'le thus have "Saheli" 

· which is not anti-men since it accepts their support, 

but it does not allO\'l men to be members of the;organisation. 

It also talks of two classes that of men•,·' and women but in 

recent time this organisation has shifted towards a Mar

xist feminist position demanding socialization of private 

property. Finally we have the All India Democratic 

\iomen' s Association, National Federation of Indian Women 

and Stree Shakti Sangathan who have been influenced by 

Juliet ~itchell, Sheila dowbotham and others who hold that 

the capitalist system is the root cause of women's oppre-

ssion. These .i·larxist feininist organisations in India aim 

at the emancipation of women from casteism, un:t;oucha-

bili ty, reli.::.;·ious ol~tiJ.odoxy and positively propot;;ate deliiO-

cra.tic ideas, socialism and secularism among women. They 

express their solidarity with the worxing class, trade 

unions, peasants, students and masses struggling £or their 

34· Br~chure of Karmika. 
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rights. 

Apart from these, Neera Desai and ·vibhuti Patel have· 

listed a few other organizations. They include: 

1. Agitational propoganda and consciousness raising gro-

ups, also terr:ied as Autonomous Women groups •. They do 

not have any political ~acking though the members have 
'. 

their own beliefs. They have-an important role in 

bringing about social transformation among women thre-

ugh exchange of ideas, shared experiences audio-visual 

·'films, camps and work19hope. 

r i . 
Groups concent:t'ating <l>n providing slielter and eel.~-

vices to needy women. 

3. Groups of professional •·1omen who concentrate on· issues 

o£ promotion, harrasment by 'colleagues and bosses, 

wage discrimin~tion etc. 

4. Groups involved in research and documentation on wo-

men's issues. Both, academicians and activists be-

long to this group. 

One should hoivever note that inepite o£ the identi-

fication o£ issues and the increase in women's organiza
' 

tions, the Indian Women's movement in recent times has a 

lot of unevenness in the extent of activities, program-

mes, etrength of leuderehip, societal response and level 
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of consciousness in various parts of the country. This 

is due to the- fact that India possesses a complicated 

social structure fraught with cultural variations, lop

sided economic development and social orthodoxy, as men

tioned earlier. 

It remains to be seen whether the various vtOmen' s 

organizations in the country can encourage a scientific 

temper among the women of this country. The members of 

l>lomen' s organisations must ensure that the voiceless are 

allowed to speak for themselves in their own idiom. SinQe. 

women of these organizations are often educated and cos

mopolitan they tend to control the top end of a clearly 

hierarchical structure. This takes us back to the quee-

tion of education for women. Education should aim not at 

the limited empowerment of -v;omen (as it exists now) but 

must enlarge its scope and reach the rural voiceless and 

faceless women who need to speak for themselves. Thus 

1-tomen' s movement has a long 1-1ay to go in the Indian context. 

To oum up we have discussed how the educational 

stratecies for women hQve been desiened to conceal the 

put:L'iarchal and elitist vu.lue ~:;ysteJ~lG• ~ie have seen that 

education is by no means a class-neutral concept. The 

various women's organizations h~ve tried to expose the 
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de:ficiencies o:f the prsent educational system apart :from 

attacking issues that perpetuate Hor:1en 1 s oppression. In 

doing so they have been able to identify issues perpetua-

ting women's oppression but have failed to rede:fine their 

own :functioning. They have themselves :fallen victims to 

the elitist bias which has been perpetuated by the wider 

social structure. Thus, "trying to form a pictu:ce of' the 

women's movement today is much like ·lookina throuah a 

kaleidoscope, with its many rapidly shifting patterns, 

where every mobile, colourful :fragment is a sieni:ficant 

part of tD.e Hhole". 35 Fragmentation at this juncture 

should be discarded in the interest of the larger process 

of' chang~. Fe~nism today needs to be rede:fined in the 
.. , 

broadest possible terms ~o include all ranges of belief's 

and brganisations in the Indian context. This necessita-

tes a healthy education system which will reach one and all. 

35. P..a.jni Bakshi - ·non the women's movemen1:, 11 in Smi tu 
Kothari and Har·sEl. Sethi ( ed) Lok~yan Bulletin, 4: 6 
1986, p. 9. 
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CH.Al'TE.il - IV 

TOW~tDS AN ALTERNATIVE l'A4ADIGM 

Fri tjof Capra in his 11 :rao of physics" quotes Wester. 

Heisenberg who remarks "It is probably true, quite generally 

that in the history of human thinking the most fruit£ul 

developments frequently take place at those pointe where 

two different lines of thought meet. These lines may have 

their roots in quite different parts of human culture, in 

different religious trad_i tions, hence if they actua:l1y meet, 

that is if they are at~east so much re:lated to each other 

that a rea1 interaction can take p1ace, then one may hope 

that new and interesting deve1opments may fo1:low 11 •
1 

It is with this hope, that·we propose to move beyond 

the fragments of the theoretical perspectives enunciated 

in the first chapter and exp1ore possibilities for an 

alternative paradigm. We shall then aim to 1ook at the 

educational; system from this perspective. 

While there are_certain feminist writers like Lise 

Vogel, Michelle Barrett and the proponents of "domestic 

l.abour debate" who argue that .. an alternative perspective 

1. Fritjof Capra, The Tao of physics, flamingo edi
tion, 1975, p.1. 

I 
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can emerge by expanding the·scope of traditional. marxism to 

include the issue of gender (cal.l.ed marxist feminism),· 

there are others l.:ike Alison Jaggar, and Veronica Beechey 

who feel. that a fresh insight combining materialist and 

historic~ exp~ana.tions, class and sex concepts has to be 

evolved (called socialist feminism). 

We shall. not enter :into the debate of naming this al.-

ternative perspective, nor shall. we diseuse whether this 

alternative view shou1d be an extension of traditienal. 

· marxism or adhere to aoci~ist feminism. We contend that, 

in the final. analysis it is the addressing of traditional 

marxist analysis to issues raised by radical feminism which 
· . .; 

really matters. We also argue that the growing sophisti-

.cation within the "domestic l.abour debate" and issues · · 

raised by socialist feminism has blurred this dichotomy 
a. 

and fruitful alternative may emerge by synthesizing·the 
" 

best insights of both. 

The marxist feminists set out with the idea of cons-

truct:ing a unitary theory of women's oppression and :in 

doing so broaden the scope of traditional marxism to in-

elude the concept_of~soc:ial reproduction". Out of this 

shared concern ca.r,ne the "domestic labour debate". Before 

we enter :into this debate it ~ill be interestine to note 
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the advances w~ich marxist feminists have made over tra-

ditional marxism. 

They contend that "whereas orthodox marxist theory 

had confined itse~f to an ana~ysis of productive activity 

and production relations, the task of feminists wo~ld 

now be to e~arge these concepts to include reproductive 

activities and ~elations of repvoduction" 2 • Thus the 

same suDject -object model which is used to explain the 

production process is also used b~ ms~«ists to explain 

a highly intersubjective reproduction process thus 

narowing d.t-:.-down under the model of work. vlhile marxis".ts 

are aware of the production-reproduction dichotomy as 

a historica1 process at one leve1 yet at ~ther instances 

they universally generalize this very dichotomy as a 

erose cu1tura1 phenomenon. The marxists recognize the 

historical and contingent nature of capitaaist mode of 

production which "defamilized"the economy and historically 

"institutionalised a universalised system gf exch.e.ngeln 

the production and consumption of all goods including 

labour power i tself~' 3 • They al:so recognize that the 

family·which was closely interlinked to the production 

2. Seyla-Benhabib, ·nrucilla Cornell (edt Feminism as 
critique,Polity press,1987,pe2 

3• Ibid, P•4 
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process became increasingly a unit of consumption 

but their cross cultural generalisations of historical 

materialism contradict their socio-historical approach. 

Production as distinct from reproduction ie falsely 

univeraalised acrose the societies thus obscuring the 

fact that what we today call reproductive activities(such 

as childbearing and r€aring)were productive in pre

capitalist societies. Tssues of class and gender were 

thus inseparable in such societies • This then, is 

the main reason for the marxists'preclusion of trad

itional female activities like house-work. In order 

to rectify this mistake roarxiet~feminists appeal 

to orthodox· marxists to eliminate the cross- cu1tural 

approach and instead, follow the historical ana1ysis, 

more consietent1y. This wou1d automatica~y brina 

gender re1ations inte focus. The category of aproduction" 

wou1d then, have te be augmented with the category of 

reproduction as Mary O'Brien says. 

The dual systems approach advocated oy the 

marxiete i.e (the'£.eparetion of productive andre

productive sphcrss) is useful to capitalist societies 

alone. The social divisions expresced by these categories 

need not have played the same significant role in struc

turing gender in earlier societies, but care should be 
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taken to grasp the categories in a hiotorica~~Y changing 

manner. Gender may have been structured by kinship 

re~ations in pre-capitalist societies , but is now 

structured by the e~onom3 • The marxist feminists, 

nave then, tried to focus on the differential power 

relat~ons within kinship to explain the relation 

bet;veen sexes • They extend this analysis to the 

family, economy and finally the state·,which has 

emerged as a distinct sphere of the operation of power 

relatione in modern times which necessitates the sep

aration of the productive-reproductive activities. 

The p~radigm of production is hence, modified and 

adopted with considerable improvements by marxist

feminists. 

Women aZ!e constituted by the social relatione they 

inhabit. It is the social re1a±ions governing society 

which determine the particular activity women perform:_;. 

women become oba~~Aoti9ne o~taide these relations. Under 

capitalism since economy governs social relations, eepar 

ation between the do~estic and labour fronts becomes 

necessary. In trying to formulate an adequate theory 

of ,..,hy women are aeeigned domestic labour tasks acrose 

various modes of production the marxist feminists he~e 

have developed the famouG Ddomestic labour~debate "• 
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Wn~cn's oppression needs to be s~udied with the 

help cf a theory, its assu:.:ption being that family 

was ther:site.of·-women's o_ppreGeiGn especially house

ho~d work. Under CaJ,>i"'calism women 1 s oppression was 

provided with a structure~ context in which the 

persona~ ~ives of women were ~ived. 2atriarchy ae:~ 

concept emerged late in this debate and was incorporated 

by ma~xict feminists gradua~~Y• We shall not go inte 

the argument of whether domestic labour is va~ue-producing 

and instead concentrate on the attempts by marxist 

feminists at evo~ving a coherent sex conscious and 

class-conscious theory. 

Dig~eaaing a ~ittJ.e from the main analyais of 

domestic ~abaur debate which considers fami~y to be 

the site of women's oppression, one should nete that 

in a pluralistic society ~ike India, it is nl'9t the 

family alone which contribute-s to the oppression of 

women. Being a. member ofea particuLar caste, ethnic 

or even age group is ~ equally import::;.nt in determining 

the nature and extent Qf oppression. Hence it would 

be more appropriate tQ explore the nature of t-;omen • e 

oppression along social, ec~nomic and poJ.itica+ ~ines 

also. 
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Coming 'to 'the "dowes'tic l.abour deba-te" Engel.e 

in hie - "The Origin of 'the family, private property 

and the ata'tefl has distinguished between two kinds 

of social. prcduction. (1) production of 'the means of 

aubsis'tence (2) production of human beings 'themeel.ves • 

It is here 'that we are confronted with the question of 

'the extent to which women occupy a specific rol.e in 

the reproduction of the :forces and relations of 

produc-tion. 

The marxis-t-feminists attemp-ted 'to answer this 

by atte~p'ting 'te specify the ~el.ation of domestic 

labour to wage ~abour :for working cl.as-s house-holds 

uncier Capital.ism. The other ques'tion which was raised 

was 'the con-tinued-performance of domestic l.abour by 

women who had entered the l.abour market~ 

Wal.ly s~ccombe argues t~1; domestic ~abouT helps 

reproduce dail.y and generational. reproduction of 

labour power. Such a dtvision of l.abour 3 sayA Seccombe, 

existed even in pre-capitaliAt sociRties ~'t i~ was the 

ctt;pitiU.ist mode of nroduction which disrupted this 

traditional balance. The survival of capitalism depended 

on the subju~ation of the private sphere ana conAequentl.y 
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the spppression of women. Even though wome~ perform 

the domestic chores in the capitalist society they 

enter thP. lower rungs of the labour market at1n thu.s 

enter th~ "double-shift" phenomenon. Seccombe puts 

forward the labour-~1pply thesiA which justifies men's 

role as bread-winners a,.,d t<~omen 1 s rolP. as home-makers 

which is also the reason for the latter's economic 

vulnerability and subsequent lack of bargainig power 

within marria~e(the primary site). This creates an 

effect on the labour market(secondary site) in terms 

of tva;;;e differentials and occupat; on oi' marginalized 

jobs. 

At the work site the employer-demand m0del in 

turn posits that discrimination iR profimahle in the 

work place, since the employer aims at undercutting 

costs while increasing labour-productivity thereby 

increasing the profit. Sex-segregation, hiring and 

promotion policies all help in cutting costs. 

Seccombe thuA puts-forward a theory of domestic 

patriarchy which explains "why the labour force part

icipation of wives is subordinated to their husbands 

disruptinR their employment carreers and weakening 
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their bargaining power in the labour market."4 What 

he suggests as a solution is to "integrate the analysis 

o~ private households with capitalist production, paid 

and unpaid labour, the discourse of kinship and 

5 political economy• • 

Bruce Curtis defends Seccombe and points out that 

by :fitting women 1 s oppression into l11a.rxist conceptual 

catggorj:es~ of::_viewing capi tali Am as a system of prod-

uct~on, the how and why ef women's work at the home 

front was neglected. Seccombe's arguments , Curtis 

feels 1 adequately encompass issues o£ wmmen•s 

oppression and the interrelationship between the two 

sexes. 

Angela Niles, a radical feminist herself disagrees 

w:i. th t h~ claee and general analysis o£ l"ia.rxi -=-t s~_xme 

they bDiled dow~ t~ crude economism. The only valuable 

contribution marxism makes is to locate wamens op:press-io.n 

4. Wally seccombe, ":PatriaL·chy stablized; the construction 
of the male bread earner wnge norm in nineteenth 
century Britain" Social History, Vol. No.1, 1986. 

5· Wally seccombe - " Reflection o:f the domesti.c labour 
debate;' in Roberta Hamilton, Michelle Barrett (ed.) 
The Politics o£ Divereity)verso books, 1987, p-194· 
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in a historical context but even here it ignores the 

very cause of women's oppression by generalizing across 

history. In her words - "To illustrate that women's 

oppression takes ~pecific forms under capitalism is 

not to prove that it is derivative116 • 

Roberta Hamilton also critises Seccombe for 

imposing mar~i~t categories Gn to domestic labour 

without recoeni~ing the importance 0~ women's lives 

and their experiential realities. 

Patricia Corne11y and Michell~ Barrett7 

e.:rglJ P .w; th thn marxi Rt feminists th.Ll. t SPXlJBl c1 ivifdon 

m£:labour must bP studied in a historical framework 

rathAr thA.n as a theoretical pre-requisite of capitalism• 

They unlike Seccombe thus do·not consideP sexual division 

of labour as necessary for capitalism to emer~e. Since 

there are recreations of forms of family and division 

6. 
.. 

Angela Iv!iles, Never done! The struggle fo understand 
. h 

Domestic Labour and Women's oppression in Roberta 
Hamilton and MichelP Barrett - The Politics of diversity, 
Verso book. 1986. 

7• For an argument of Patri~~a Cornelly and Michelle Barrett 

see "On Marxism and Femini~m" in Roberta Hamilton and 
~ichelle barrett (ed) The ~olitice of diverciitz, Verso 

bouks 198~. 
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of ~abcmr in different historical perions. the oani-

ta~ist mode of pra,dnotion adapted sexua~ division of 

~abcur to further its purpose. This necessitated 

women~&!! subjugation• Both argue that if th,.. neces.ei ty 

nf women's eubjugatiGn is accented and thei~ poseib1e 

exc~usion ~rom wage ~abour one fa1~s into the 1vap of 

accePti~ ~unctionalist, reduc+.ionist and biologica~ 

arguments, that the outcome was ine7itable. Gender 

predates capitalism and hence a historical approach 

Ampha.sizin,g struggle and contradiction in shaping sex-

difference~ under capitalism have to be evo1ved. So a 

distinction between the under~ying economic.structures 

ar.d the "concrete and historically specific social 

/1 ~· .• 

:formations are necessary according to them. Such .an 

aPproach in their opinion permits the analye~e of social 

:formR.tions conditioned by class and gender structures in 

other modes of production as we~. There ~re m~v ether 

aspects of women's oppression in thAir view be~ides wage 

labour and these cannot be squeezed into pre-defined 
and 

categories for which new concents have to be evolved. 
" . 

Though·both reco.;nised the need for a Progressive union 

between feminist: issues and marxism they too have ironically 

extended class analysis to include the concept of gender 

without challenging the primacy of production. 
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Perhaps the best framew~rk deve~oped so far haA 

been put forward by Pat and Hugh Armstrong who review 1 

marxist theory to inc~ude bio~ogioal reproductiGn. They 

argue that sex divisions should be considered a+. Al~ levels 

of analysis. Their ·ef£or.ts are concentre!led on develoPing 

an analysis of class that recogniseA sex based cleavages 

as well as an analysis o£ biology - grounded in materia-

listie) dialectia~ and histories.~ contezts • 

lOne can... at once discern that the Armstro~.: 

seek to wor~ along marxian lines though they seek to go 

beyond marx's economic determinism. They adopt a mater-

ia1istic anproach in that, they acknow~edge the existence 

of a materialistic world which conditions but does not 
. '-"-" 

determine the socie-po~itical and inte11ectnal precesses 

in general. At the same time they go beyond the marxian 

frame-work which concentrates on can5talist mode ef prod-

uction and instead analYse the reproduction of labour 

p-ower in the domestic sphere. - Women • s oppressi~n a.nd 

subordination predates ca.pi tA.lisrn a.nd :i:'t is only under 

capitalism,has it assumed sFecia.l forms such as the 

di~tinction of wagA labour from domestic labour. They 

thus locate women's suberdination in a social context. 

They also recognise that socia~ processes and socia~ 

relations are alw~vs dialectical and a.rmAd w;th this 

insight exp~ore t~,e c~ass-sex nexus. Clas~ covers subs-

istence and _production units a11d woi£len across classes do 

not share the sa::1e :for ... of oppression. Women's bi~logica1 
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position, the Armatrongs argue is not the sole cause 

but it is crucia1 for women's re~egation under 

capitalism as it stresses on production unit accom-

penie~ by commodity fetishism. They have thus attempted 

·to see the ideology of gender as grounded in the 

materi~ basis by ~inking economic structure and 

dominant ideo~ogy o£ social £ormation,i.n this case, 

ca~~talism and patriorchy. 

The Armstcongshave indeed avoided the crude 

economic determinism of traditional marxists and have 

a~so made an advance over the marxist feminists such 

as Secoombe who regard sexua~ devision of labour as a 

precondition of capitalism and have thus tried to fit 

the notion o:f gender into pre-determined categoraes of 

class analysis. By pursuing the historica~ materia~ist 

and dia~ectic~ approach the Armstron8Shave pointed out 

that the 1 domestic ~abour debate• is an exa.mpl.e Q£ hew 

the methodo~ogica~ too~s of marxism can be app~ied to 

analyse women's position under capitalism without regre-

s~ing into functionalism or determinism. 

As pointed out ear~ier there :is_ another s8t of 

fer:linists who view the a1 ternative paradigm, not as 

emanating as an appendage of marxism but as requir~ng a 

fresh approach which they call socialist feminism. They 
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argue that "a correct analysis of the subordination of 

women cannot be provided by marxists unless marxism itself 

is transformed" 8 • 

Socialist feminism emerged'in the 1970 1 s and 

aimed at avuiding the pitfalls of liberal, marxists and 

radical feminists. This approach is still in its infanc~ 

and mainly derives its strength by exposing the t~eoriticaL 

inadequacies o:f the other approaches. It accepts marxist!·, 

conception o:f human nature as hi.storicall.y constructed 

while at the same time rejecting the notion that the en1y 

important form of labour for understanding women 1 s oppre-

ssion i.e wage labour. The definition o:f' 'labour' has to 

be expanded, in its epinion,to include physical reproduc-

ti.on of species and domestic maintenance of the family. 

The materia1 base~- has net ei.U.y to include economy but also 

the fami.ly, media, education,~·pol.itics and the like. 

Sexual division of labour existing in capitalism 

is not just between procreation and production but also 

within production and within procreation. It"seeks te 

exp~ore the concept of patriarchy as it operates both 

within and outside the capitalist system"~ 

8. Veronica Beechey, quoted by Annette Kuhn and Ivlarie 
Ann Marie Wolpe Feminism and I'+a.terialism· , 
Routledge and Kegan Eaul, 1978, p.S. 

9. Olive Banks, Faces of Feminism, Hartin Robertson and 
Co. Ltd., Oxford, 1981, ~·245· 
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Socialist feminism views human nature as only 

partially biologically determined since it is alee 

subject to change due to conscious cooperative produ-

ctiVG activi tjre ::; , I~ot only do human species trar.o~orm 

thel~selves acc4irding to h.:i.sto::ical circumstances., but 

so does the production o£ sexuality and other gGods a.nd 

services• It states that human productive activity 

is organised around . sexual division o£ labour which 

in turn helps in determining the historically prevailing 

constitution of human nature. Socialist feminism thus 

reco~nises the importance o£ the historical and materi-

alist view Points. As Iris young remarks "Given th~t its 

methodological commitment is basically marxist it seeks 

this understanding through an AxaiDination of what it 

calls a sexual division o£ labour" 1 ~ In doing eo it 

re~ects the abstract view o£ rationality o£ liberal 

feminists, sex-:blindness o£ marxistfeminist@ A.11d th~ 

ahistoricPl approach of radica.l feminists. 

It is pertinent to Point out that the increasing 

sophistication of thA z:na,rxist femir..i.Rts • view Point as 

reflected in the domestic labour debat,e and the call for 

socialist feminism as s.n alternative approach are by 

no means antithetical to each other. In·' :Bact:. t4ere a.re 

10. Iris Young in Alison Jaggar, ~eminiet nol.itice and 
human nature,· The Harves-ter Pross, Sussex, 1983; · 
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ma~v-~P-ministA who do not even distinguish between the 

two approaches• However, both recoaniee the need ~or 

expandi.t?S ti1e premises on which marxism iA based whiJe 

at the same time addressing themselves to the task of 

askin~ feminist QUestions. 
Q$ 

~hev also have their goal, 
"' 

~he full participation of women in social life by taking 

conscious con~rol ~f the changes in social relatione. 

We shall now proceed to view the educational 

system from thiA Perspective. Moat of the earlier 

sociologists have viewed the education system in relation 

to class relation alone and this is positively flawed 

since the school or the educational system mediates 

between aecriptive factors~of social class and gender in 

arriving at oa~·· e "life-chances •. 
"'.".-:>:' 

This point has already 

been discussed at length in the second chapter. We also 

argued that none of the ear~er writings offered an 

analysis of the role of ~ education in the evolution of 

a sh~r~lv sex-segregated eqciety. 

This has led to an unsatisfactory explanation 

o:f tb.e processecS involved. Tllie alternative approach we 

have offered above, attenpts to rectify this mietake by 

describing and analysing the nrocesses Rnd elements in 

the educational system that have contributed to the 

creation of gender based inequalities under both pre-

capitalist and capitalist societies. We also arguP.d that 

in pre-canitalist societ~es,education being informal and 



very much conf'ined to ti1e farnil.y, was indeed gender 

baaed but this was because of the fact that such an 

education system equiuped chil.dren with the necessary 

skil.ls for the smooth transitio" to adul.t rol.es in 

society. There was no formal calculating gender ba~ed 

education aa we find in prAaent dav caoitalist society. 

The A.l.ternative view al.ao atvdiAa the ways in whioh 

schools in capital.istic society contribute indeuendentl.y 

to the perpetuation of a"mal.e bourgeois" dominated 

worl.d-view. 

As we have nGted earl.ier, with advent o:f indus. 

trial revol.ution and capital.ist mode of production, 

the economic basis of parental authority started waning. 

The famil.y has been suppl.emented with a·host o:f spec~alised 

agencies such as the school., government and industries· 

Since the rational.e of the ore-ceoitaliAt societies 

was not baaed on expl.icit profit making through im~roved 

productiontheir tasks were mainly consumption oriented. 

The famil.y retained the function of socialising chil.d~~n 

equipping them with the basic skil~s required for the 

perpetuatiQn of the next genPration. Such a function 

was gendered, in the sense that children of both sexes 

learnt appropriate ro1es to ensure smooth functioning 

of the society. Such an imparting of educatinn i:e sexual 
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division of labour was dom;nated and governed by 

the dictates of the kinship. Under the capitalist 

mode of production there was the need for a work force 

with basic education and schools £unction to serve 

the narrow reqyirements of capitalist production and 

a-re.. 
tl1us ~ governP.d by the dictates of _economy. Such 

a system however does not necessitate the need to 

alter fundamentally the division of labour between sexes 

as it served capitalist conditions excellently through 

the labour supply and employer demand model which we 

have aiscussed earlier. 

Women ~are marginalised ili both the educational 

hc\Ye. 
process and the work force. Women indeed Qccupied the 

"' 
lower rung jobs under capitalism as it benefitted the 

latter but a word of caution should be exercised here. 

tiomen1 s education is not merely to be seen as benefitting 

the capitalist economy alone but as also benefitting the 

patri~chal society. Women are syste.m4ticall:v subordinated 

in the educational system not onl.y to serve capitalisrt.s' 

interests but also men's interest. One should then 

try ~nd conceptualize the end product of w0men'A Aduc~-

tional reproduction not onl:v in class terms but also 

include the dimension of gender and this i c ,.,;-:0. t t'1o 

alternative ne.radigm Ane>-s to mOV'P +.nwards. 
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subject 'toth • overtly· Hil.d covertly to L1f~ll.Y competing 

idooln.cring • 

w~ opine that. 

al An&!Wi th tho other fa.ctors of 1-.romen 1 s oppression, 

lfhe noti -:-n of gender needs to be inco:rpore.ted • 

· Thu"" Ann MP..rie Wolpe f'rn .. insta.noe A.rgues that 

the sAxual divisinn of' labour mAkes women generat~ 

the day-to-da:v labour pQwer and~jjhe ver:v task of' 

reproducing the :future ge'f'lerationa o:f ;Labour pt.:"wer. 

Thi~ division in the :family is ex~ended to the 

wage market where women occupy secondary sectors n~ 

employment and also serve as the 1 reserve army o:f labour' 
0 

thereby undercutting oosts. 

The educational. '!'ystem 1:func+.ions 1 tn satisfy 

the requirements o£ both i.e the domeRtic and the wage 

sector by subordinating women and super ordination of' · 

men. The production and the renroduction of the ideolo-

gical structure is thuR per:formed by the education 

s:vstem in a manner that embodies the dominant ideolORY· 

(class and sex) in its organiRation whether in terms o:f 

c,_,rricnlam content, school organisat::.on, teachers' 

attitudes or state policy reports. 
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Though WoJ.pe 1 s argument sufi'ers from a high 

degree of functionalism it rightly insists on the 

relations between the educational. system and economic 

division of J.abour located within the ideological. 

process of gender due to which a sex segregated labou!'-

force emerges~serving the interests of both, the men, 

and the capitalist system. Wolpe has in her subsequent 

revisions eliminated the functionalist :formulations by 

·arguing that division of labour though a consequence of 

education (hnving relative autonomy) is a!mediated 1 

rather than a direct process. 

Hale dominated capitalist societies :formuJ.ate 

state policies and find in the educational system a means 

of covert socialization to implement them. Schools then 

contribute to the social reproduction of both cJ.ass and 

gender inequalities through sex and class tpped courses, 

the large organizational structure, ourriculam content 

and so on. 

The alternative paradigm rejecte notions which 

subsume the element of gender under class or alternatively 

the 
of element of class under gender. 

Women have to be distinguished :from men with 

relation to the class structure and yet the mn.r.xist' 
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Kernel of the capitalist class structure analysis has 

to be retained with its emphasis on the historical, 

material and dialectical approach that the Armstrongs 

and socialist feminists talk of. 

Education creates a work-force divided :-..al.ong 

class and gender lines and wowen have a dual relation-

ship to tbe class structure. This may be direct as 

in the wage labour factor or indirect as in the domestic 

sector where she follows the dictates of the male 

bread-winner. The educational system must thus be 

exp~ored with the help of alternative paradigm which does 

not see me.r.xi..st feminisc and radical feminism as opposed 

to each other but as complementary. This paradigm 

recognises intra-class and inter-class, intra_aex and 

inter-sex divisions and hence attempts at a fresh look 

at the educational system as we have seen earlier. It 

may go even further and take account of the complex 

Indian social reality by including dimensions of caste, 

ethnicity and e.ge but tha.t will be possible only after 

micro-studies have been undertaken. Tne implicatijns 

f'or both the v1omen' s movements and t:·:e educatior..a.l system 

are clear. Gender inequalities cannot be separated from 

c~ass inequality and t~e solution to gender antagonism 
i.S 
~ associated with class antagonism. 
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There is an urgent need to.counteract barriers 

and threats to w~men's access to education and this can 

be possible onl.y by takin8 such a holistic perspective. 

A word of caution has to be exercised here. It is not 

argued that the proposed paradigm is the most appropriate 

for analysing social. reality since such a paradigm must 

answer questions such as raci~, national and caste 

oppression. In fact, we are unabl.e to suggest an 

alrernative paradigm but only indicate:·the variableS 

that should be taken into consideration whil.e proposing 

it-t Micro studies conducted along l.ines suggested above 
··....til 

wil.l. lend fresh insights and add to the information 

generated by micro studies by scholars in women's 

studies. These may then.)l.ead towards an alternative 

paradigm. We do however hope that the present analysis 

is a step in the right direction and•only in this way 

wil.l. some of the seeming pa.radcb~es that stil.l. obscure 

many aspects of feminism be resol.ved". 11 

11 • Ol.i ve Banks, n ,gJ p. J.63 .. 
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